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ABSTRACT

This study aims to incorporate the concept of

epistemology developed in philosophy into linguistic

analyses, by somewhat altering its original definition in

philosophy as the study of the nature and scope of knowledge

to refer here to the study of the relationships between the

speaker's knowledge and its manifestation in language.

More specifically, the speaker's knowledge is defined as

sources of information which include the following major

categories: basic knowledge, perception, inference, report

and hearsay. Basic knowledge represents information acquired

through academic, experiential, cuI tural and re 1igious

settings and is firmly believed to be true by the speaker.

Perception includes information acquired through our five

senses. Inference refers to information obtained through

deliberation and thinking. Both report and hearsay indicate

secondary information.

F01lowing the categorization of the five distinct

information sources, three major linguistic forms in Japanese

and Okinawan are analyzed as to how they specifically

indicate the above-mentioned sources of information. These

three linguistic forms include verbal suffixes such as an,

utan and een in Okinawan and ta, te iru and te aru in

Japanese; Okinawan sentence-final forms, doo, saa, sa, tee,

joo and Ndi; and the complementizers si, Ndisi and Ndi in

Okinawan and no, koto and to in Japanese.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1. Epistemology in Linguistics

The term "epistemology" refers to a branch of study

developed in philosophy that deals with the nature and scope

of knowledge. To be more specific, it is concerned with such

questions as: What is knowledge? Where is knowledge

generally found, and how much of what we ordinarily think we

know is really knowledge? Do the senses provide knowledge?

Can reason supply knowledge? What is the relationship

between knowledge and true belief?

The above philosophers' concerns, at first glance, may

sound quite distinct from what laymen experience or concern,

conscious ly or unconscious ly • However, naive individuals

indeed bear the same considerations in mind in utilizing the

language. This thesis focusses on the relationships such

individuals perceive to lie between what they know and how it

is expressed in language. 1 It may be characterized as

ethnoepistemology2 in contrast to its legitimate counterpart

in philosophy. Epistemology in this thesis deals with such

questions as: Precisely how does language express the

speaker's knowledge about a statement he is making, or how

certain he is about his statement? Where and how was the

information contained acquired?

1

Is the difference in



information source manifested differently in linguistic

forms? It seems that the above epistemological concerns have

been largely neglected in linguistic literature. The present

study attempts to clarify the significance of epistemology in

linguistic analyses, especially exploring the Okinawan and

Japanese languages since they are considered to be very

sensitive to epistemology.

2. Review of the Literature

Scholars in traditional Japanese linguistics 3 have

observed some restrictions possessed by both adjectives of

feeling or sensation and verbs of mental activity , as seen

below4:

(1) Watashi wa atsui.
I hot

'I am hot.'

(2) * *( Anata I Kare) wa atsui.
you he hot

'(You are I He is) hot.'

(3) Watashi wa Hanako-san ga bijin da to omou. 5
I beautiful think

'I think Hanako is beautiful.'

(4) * *( Anata I Kare) wa Hanako-san ga bijin da to omou.
you he

, (You think I He thinks) that Hanako'" is beautiful.'

However, the above phenomenon was left as an idiosyncracy of

those adjectives and verbs, and was not tied in with other

similar phenomena.

2



Kuroda ( 1973 ) first introduces the notion of

epistemology in transformational linguistics in order to

explain the previously discussed restrictions. Kuroda,

roughly following Russell (1940), seems to accept the

pr-opos i. tion that language serves two purposes, namely "(a)

indicating facts, and (b) expressing the state of the

speaker." Some adjectives such as 'hot' which express

sensations or emotions of the subjects of the sentence show

what he calls an "epistemological dichotomy." That is, while

with 1st person subjects the distinction of (a) and (b) is

nonexistent, with 2nd and 3rd person subjects, there is a

distinction between (a) and (b). Thus, he states:

••• When I say 'I am hot,' the fact indicated is a state
of myself, and the very state that I express ••• And
where, as in such cases, there is no distinction between
[a] and [b], the problem of truth or falsehood does not
arise ••• Suppose, on the other hand, I say 'You are hot'
or 'John is hot.' I am now expressing my state and
indicating yours or John's •••• adjectives like 'hot'
which express sensations or emotions of the subject are
epistemologically quite different from other adjectives
in spite of the fact that they are all alike
grammatically. Thus, pairs of sentences like 'I am
tall' and 'John is tall' or 'I am square' and 'John is
square' do not reveal the epistemological dichotomy
noted in the preceding paragraph. [Kuroda 1973: 377-378}

Kuroda further notes cases where this epistemological

restriction is not applicable. This is when a sentence with

such an adjective is not the predicate of an independent

sentence, but is contained within a larger sentence. 6

3



(5) *Mary wa sabishii. 7
lonely

'Mary is lonely.'

(6) Mary wa sabishii no da.
lonely

'Mary is lonely.'

(7) Mary ga sabishii koto wa dare mo utagawanai.
lonely no one doubt

'No one doubts that Mary is lonely.'

with regard to the semantic effects of no da in (6), he says:

The speaker asserts that he knows that Mary is lonely
but his knowledge is not solely or perhaps even not at
all based on what he perceives of Mary •••• He might
perhaps be able to judge from past experience that Mary
is lonely, using circumstantial evidence of a kind that
would not allow a neutral party to draw such a
conclusion. Or he might even have been told by Mary
that she was lonely. [Kuroda 1973: 381]

Kuroda also notes that the restriction is not required in a

certain literary style which he refers to as the non

reportive style. The non-reportive style is used in a story

in which an omniscient narrator has the role of a story

teller. If the non-reportive style is used, the following

sentence is acceptable:

(8) Yamadera no
mountain temple

kane 0 kiite, Mary wa·kanashikatta.
bell hearing was sad

'Hearing the bell of the mountain temple, Mary
was sad.'

4



A literary style parallel to the non-reportive style Kuroda

refers to as the reportive style, in which a narrator is not

omniscient though he may be omnipresent. When this style is

used, (8) is not allowed. It must use the sensation verb

kanashigaru 'show sign of being sad,' or no da.

(9) Yamadera no kane 0 kiite, Mary wa kanashigatta.
mountain temple bell hearing was sad

'Hearing the bell 0f the mountain temple, Mary
was sad.'

(10) Yamadera no kane 0 kiite, Mary wa kanashikCltta
mountain temple bell hearing was sad

no da.

'Hearing the bell of the mountain temple, Mary
was sad.'

Akatsuka-McCawley (1978) attempts to employ

epistemological considerations to explain complementizer

choice in Japanese, namely no, koto and to which were

previously treated in the light of such semantic features as

factivity and abstractness (directness) by Kuno (1973) and

Josephs (1976). She suggests that how the propositional

information of the complement sentence was acquired by the

speaker is crucial in deciding which complementizer to

choose. The information can be acquired through (a) the

speaker's direct experience such as actually seeing or

hearing it; (b) pure logical reasoning; (c) or by way of

another person. According to her, the speaker's commitment

to the truth of the complement proposition is highest if it

5



was acquired through (a) and lowest if it was acquired

through (c). She further claims that a similar hierarchy to

the speaker's commitment to the truth of the proposition is

also observed in complementizers themselves: no is highest,

to is lowest and kato is intermediate in the hierarchy.

Thus, she concludes that complementizer choice is made so as

to match the information and the complementizer.

In a subsequent paper (Akatsuka 1979), she attempts to

show that "the structure and workings of human language are

affected in important ways by one particular natural and

pragmatic constraint: humans are not mind readers." [Akatsuka

1979: 7] She demonstrates how the notion of "immediate

experiencer" is essential for understanding certain syntactic

constructions of verbs of mentality in Japanese and emphatic

root transformations in English. It is claimed that there is

a significant epistemological difference as to who is an

"immediate experiencer" between the following examples. In

(11), it is Tony who is actually experiencing a headache,

whereas it is not Tony in (12). She calls Tony in (11) an

"immediate experiencer."

(11)

(12)

Tony:

Tony:

"Mom, I have a headache."

"Mom, Dad has a headache."

In examining Japanese sentences with the verbs of mentality,

for example, omou 'to think', she claims that the speaker is

an immediate experiencer in the "I think" construction as in

6



(13), whereas he is not in the "X thinks" construction as in

(14) and "I thought" construction as in (16). Since she has

not given the definition of "immediate experiencer" in prose,

it is still very dubious. However, if I understand her

correctly, an "immediate experiencer" can be defined as a

person who is actually experiencing an act or a feeling at

the speech time.

(13) Watashi wa yuubinya ga tegami 0 kaifuu-shite iru
I subj. mailman letters opening

to (omou / omotte-iruJ. 8

think thinking-be

II think that the mailman is opening our mail.'

(14) *Chichi wa yuubinya ga tegami 0 kaifuu-shite iru
Father

to omou.
think

'My father thinks that the mailman is opening
our mail.'

(15) *watashi wa orokanimo yuubinya ga tegami 0
I stupidly mailman letters

kaifuu-shite iru to omou.
opening is that think

'I stupidly think that the mailman is opening
our mail.'

(16) Watashi wa orokanimo yuubinya ga tegami 0

kaifuushite-iru to omotte ita. 9

II stupidly thought that the mailman was opening
our mail. I

7



(13) is grammatical because the speaker, being an immediate

experiencer, can enter his own inner consciousness. (14) r

however is not grammatical because the speaker, being a non-

immediate experiencer, cannot enter his father's inner

consciousness. (15) is ungrammatical because "a negative

evaluation by the speaker of his present belief is

impossible." [Akatsuka 1979: 11] In contrast to that, (16)

is grammatical because the speaker is not an immediate

experiencer, and is thereby entitled to evaluate his former

belief negatively.

She also presents the gerund form of the same verb omou

'to think' with 3rd person subjects in which the speaker is

not an immediate experiencer, yet the sentence referring to

his father's mental activity is grammatical.

(17) Chichi wa yuubinya ga tegami 0 kaifuu-shite iru to

omotte -iru.
thinking-be

'My father thinks that the mailman is opening our
mail. '

With regard to this puzzling phenomenon, she says: " ••• he

[the speaker] is not an immediate experiencer, but is simply

expressing his opinion or evaluative judgment as to what

mental state his father is in. II [Akatsuka 1979: 10]

According to her definition, it seems the difference as to

whether or not the speaker is an immediate experiencer is

determined by the tense or aspect of the verb. That is, the

8



speaker is an immediate experiencer if and only if a sentence

wi th a 1st pe r s on subj ect has a simple present tense.

Consequently, her analysis leaves some room for discussion as

to whether it is because of the role of an immediate

experiencer, or of the time system which makes sentences like

(14) ungrammatical and (17) grammatical.

Nakau (1979) approaches the sentences (13)-(17)

differently. He views utterances as consisting of two parts,

proposition and modality. He defines a modal as that which

indicates the speaker's mental attitude at speech time (the

speaker's instantaneous present). According to him, omou in

(13) and (15) is a modal, whereas omotteiru in (13) is not a

modal though omou in (13) and omotte iru in (13) refer to

the speaker's state of mind. It is because omotteiru does

not reflect the speaker's state of mind at the speaker's

instantaneous present. He claims that omou refers to mental

activity at a point of time (namely at present), while omotte

iru refers to mental activity over a period of time from past

to present. The speaker can describe his own mental activity

at speech time, but he has no way describing others' mental

activity at speech time. However, the speaker can infer

others' mental activity if he can observe them over a period

of time. It is because of this (13) and (17) are grammatical

and (14) is ungrammatical. The incompatibility of a modal

with adverbs of negative connotation explains the

ungrammaticality of (15) and grammaticality of (16): omou in

9



(15) is a modal while omou in (16) is not a modal, therefore

only the latter is compatible with an epistemic modal of

negative evaluation. Kusanagi (1977) classifies Japanese

c:'.djectives into six groups as follows, based on what he calls

ninchi sayo 'recognition process':

adjectives of description --- e.g. akai 'red'
adjectives of comparison ---- e.g. takai 'tall'
adjectives of judgment ------ e.g. utsukushii 'beautiful'
adjectives of preference ---- e.g. sukida 'like'
adjectives of sensation ----- e.g. itai 'painful'
adjectives of emotion ------- e.g. ureshii 'happy'

Epistemologically, adjectives of description, comparison and

judgment make a natural class in the sense that they do not

impose any restrictions on the subject of the sentence in

contrast to adjectives of sensation and emotion as discussed

by Kuroda. Kusanagi regards such an epistemological

difference as a difference in the recognition process. The

recognition process of the fermer group starts with physical

stimuli in the actual outside world which are directly

observable. On the other hand, the recognition process of

the latter group starts with the sensations originated in the

informant' s10 body which are not directly observable. He

claims that such a difference requires the latter group

(when the adjectives refer to someone other than the

informant's feelings or sensations) to be followed by some

qualifying verbal endings which indicate that the given

proposition is not something directly observed.

10



(18) Kono hon wa akai.
this book red

'This book is red.'

(19) *Kare wa sushi ga hoshii.
he sushi wants

'He wants sushi.'

(20) Kare wa sushi ga hoshi soo da.
looks like

'He looks like he wants sushi.'

Adjectives of preference, according to him, share a

similarity with adjectives of emotion, in that both designate

emotion. However, they are different from adjectives of

emotion in the sense that they are based on the long term,

rather than the tentative feelings of the subject, which are

registered in the informant's experience. 11 Thus, the verbal

endings required for adjectives of emotion are not necessary

for adjectives of preference as seen below:

(21) Kare wa sushi ga suki da.
like

'He likes sushi.'

Kamio (1979) introduces the notion of "speaker's

territory of information" in order to explain the semantic

value of sentence-final forms such as ne, datte, and no da in

Japanese. His notion is not concerned with how a given piece

of information is acquired, but with whether or not the

information is shared with the addressee or someone else.

11



Therefore, his idea is different from the idea of

epistemology, which is concerned with information source. He

divides sentence-final forms into two groups, direct and non-

direct forms. (22) and (23) exhibit direct forms which he

claims are used when the speaker assumes the information is

exclusively in his territory and not shared with his

addressee. On the other hand, (24) and (25) have non-direct

forms which are used when the speaker.assumes that he is not

the only person who has such knowledge.

(22) Taro wa byooki da.
sick

'Taro is sick.'

(24) Taro wa byooki datte.
sick

'I hear Taro is sick.'

(23) Kare wa sabishii no da.
he lonely

'He must be lonely'

(25) Ii tenki desu nee
good weather

'It's a nice day,
isn't it?'

Though both epistemology and Kamio' s t.heozy deal with

the nature of information, their concerns and resulting

analyses are quite different. Thus, (22) and (23), which

fall into different categories in the epistemological

framework, fall into the same category in his framework.

Uemura (1967) distinguishes a series of kyakutaika

hyoogen 'objectivized expressions' in the Shuri dialect of

Okinawan. Objectivized expressions are used when the speaker

wants to assure the hearer that a statement about an

experience or judgment is purely objective, well-grounded,

12



and true. These expressions are different from expressions

in which the speaker describes something subjectively and

directly. Uemura mentions that objectivized expressions are

prevalent in classical Japanese as well as in present-day

Japanese dialects. In the Shuri dialect, there are various

devices that function to objectivize certain direct

statements. They are ?an 'to be' + time auxiliaries, and

sentence-final forms such as mun, sa and si. ?an +

auxiliaries are semantically parallel to the Japanese no da.

From the perspective of epistemology, objectivized

expressions are similar to such suffixatiotls as no da which

have the function of obliterating the ego/non-ego dichotomy.

Whorf (1956) points out that Hopi distinguishes

different sources of information with what he calls

modalizers. The quotative modalizer adds to a simple

independent sentence the idea 'they say.' The indeterminate

modalizer indicates uncertainty, corresponding to 'perhaps,

possibly, maybe.' The advisory modalizer denotes

uncertainty, stressing slightly the possibility of a positive

outcome. The concessive modalizer expresses such meanings as

'it is conceded, granted, inferred from the evidence at hand,

assumed considered as known.'

Matthews (1965) characterizes six mood endings in

Hidatsa, an American Indian language, which function to

indicate the speaker's attitude toward the truth value of a

sentence. Matthews explains the six mood endings as follows:

13



The Emphatic mood indicates that the speaker knows the
sentence to be true: If a sentence that ends with the
Emphatic mood is false, the speaker is considered a
liar •••• The Period mood indicates that the speaker
believes the sentence to be true: If it should turn out
otherwise, it would mean that he was mistaken, but by no
means a liar •••• The Quotative mood indicates that the.
speaker regards what he has said to be something that 
everyone knows ••• The Report mood indicates that the
speaker was told the information given in the sentence
by someone else, but has no other evidence of its truth
value. However, it is not necessarily a verbatim
repetition •••• The Indefinite and Question moods are
alike in that they both indicate that the speaker does
not know whether or not the sentence is true. [Matthews
1965: 99-102]

Parks (1976) reports that Pawnee, an American Indian

language, also distinguishes different sources of information

with verbal suffixes. What he calls the assertives are used

when the speaker has witnessed the activity he is relating.

The evidentials are used when the speaker is not or was not

an eyewitness to an activity or state, but may know that the

act occurred or will occur from evidence or hearsay. The

inferential is used when the speaker knows an act to have

occurred on the basis of inference.

Slobin and Aksu (1982) study two Turkish past tense

morphemes -di and -mis in terms of the nature of conscious

experience. Tradi tiona lly, -di and -mis have been

characterized such that the former encodes direct experience

whereas the latter encodes indirect experience like

inference and hearsay. Slobin and Aksu claim that the

important factor which selects one form over the other is

what they call "involvement of the speaker's consciousness,"

14



or "prepared mind." In other words, if the experienced

events can be assimilated into a network of the speaker's

existing assumptions and expectations, then the events can be

encoded with -die On the other hand, if the events cannot be

immediately assimilated, then they will be encoded with -mise

3. Purpose of the Present Study

Epistemology in linguistics aims to clarify the

relationships between the speaker's knowledge and its

manifestation in linguistic forms. Chapter II is devoted to

the breakdown of the speaker's knowledge in terms of

information source. The following chapters are devoted to

applying the framework developed in chapter II to past tense

morphemes, sentence-final forms and complementizers in

Okinawan and Japanese.

15



Footnotes to Chapter I

1. It seems that philosophers' attentions have been called
to whether or not we as human beings can possibly know the
state of other minds, and what the definition of "know" in
that sense is. However, very little attention was paid to
the actual difference reflected on linguistic forms between
the states of the speaker's mind and other minds. See Wataru
Kuroda (1975) and Hoffman (1970).

2. lowe the use of this term to P. Gregory Lee.

3. Oyama (1966) may be the one who first presents such an
epistemological difference in Japanese adjectives. She
divides Japanese adjectives into two groups: subjective and
objective. The former includes adjectives of emotion and has
the characteristics: (1) that the objective case is marked
not by 0, but by ga; and (2) that the 3rd person subjects can
not be the sUbject of the sentence except when no da is added
after the adjective, or when the adjective is used in an
adnominal clause.

4. Example sentences in Japanese and proper names are
romanized according to a modified Hepburn system in which
"long" vowe l s are shown as geminates.

5. Though the verb 'to think' in English is not sensitive
to epistemology, some verbs, as pointed out in Hooper (1975),
including 'to guess' and 'to suppose' obey the same
epistemological constraints as Japanese:

Marian thinks the train will be late tonight.
John believes we should take the bus.

**Ann guesses we should buy our tickets here.
Mac supposes that there's no use waiting for Carmen.

6. Extending J. Ross' (1970) performative analysis,
Teramura (1973, 1982) proposes the following underlying
structure in order to explain the epistemological
:t'estrictions on adjectives of emotion and verbs of mental
activity.

'I'

NP
I

boku

i _______
koto Mood

\ '\
~c'" Pred

kanjite taishookaku
'experiencer' 'object'
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Koto is comparable to the propositional content marker in
Ross' analysis. The Mood node can take various moods,
including "direct expression of emotion," "explanation of the
event," supposition, and report of a past event. Teramura
claims that the ungrammaticality of (5) is due to a violation
of the constraint he proposes. That is, "direct expression of
emotion" necessitates that the "experiencer" has to be
correferential with 'I'. The grammaticality of (6) and (7)
is due to their moods which do not impose such a constraint.
Further, he mentions that (5) becomes grammatical if the past
tense, sabishikatta is used because the mood in this case is
not the 'direct expression of emotion,' but the "report of a
past event" which does not impose the constraint on an
"experiencer."

7. Examples (5)-(7) are borrowed from Kuroda (1973).

8. Examples (13)-(16) are borrowed from Akatsuka (1979).

9. The impersonal noun + strikes (or seems) in English
also reflects the same restrictions as verbs of mentality in
Japanese, as proposed by Postal (1970; grammaticality
judgment is Postal's):

It strikes me that you are unfriendly.
It seems to me that you are crazy.

**It strikes Pete that you are unfriendly.
It seems to Pete that you are crazy.

It struck Harry that you were a vampire.

10. The informant is defined as the speaker in declarative
sentences and the hearer in interrogative sentences.

11. Carlson (1977) also divides adjectives on a similar
basis. He presumes two kinds of entities in our universe,
namely ordinary individuals and their temporary limited
manifestations. Such adjectives as tall, intelligent and
sane belong to the former group in contrast to such
adjectives as drunk and sick.
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Chapter :1

Scheme of Epistemology in Linguistics

1. Introduction

In the previous chapter, epistemology was defined as the

study of the relationships between our knowledge and its

manifestation in linguistic forms, though the clarification

of the term knowledge was not given. In philosophical

studies, there have been two trends in defining knowledge:

one has been to distinguish it from belief, supposing that

knowledge and belief are separable: the other has been to

identify it as the same property as belief1• In contrast to

the philosophers' approach, this study is not interested in

defining the realm of knowledge. The term knowledge in this

study may be broadly considered as information. Furthermore,

the source of information, that is, how the information is

acquired, is emphasized because the source of information is

crucial in analyzing the relationship between knowledge and

linguistic forms.

2. Source of Information

Akatsuka-McCawley (1978) suggests the following three

sources of our knowledge:

Ego's knowledge acquired through his sensory experiences
Ego's knowledge acquired through purely logical reasoning
Ego's knowledge acquired via someone else's knowledge
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As introduced previously in Slobin and Aksu's study,

the two Turkish past tense morphemes can be characterized by

the difference in source of information: one form encodes

direct experience and the other encodes indirect experience

such as inference and hearsay. It is conjectured that direct

experience is comparable to McCawley's "sensory experiences",

inference to "purely logical reasoning" and hearsay to

"someone else's knowledge."

Korzybski (1933), Johnson (1939) and Lee (1940) view the

process in which our sensory receptors and language interplay

with the real world as the utilization of abstraction. The

term "abstraction" in their framework refers to the process

in which we humans omit details of reality due to the

limitations of our perception and the expressive ability of

language. The following indicates their ideas:

verbal

non-verbal

t
"Inferential leveln

" " n-1
Inferential level
Descriptive level

~ Object level
l Event level

high

T
abstraction

1
low

The event level is the level microscopes or other mechanical

sensing devices can allow access to: the object level is the

level with which humans are first acquainted through sensory

perceptions: the descriptive level is the level in which what

was observed at the object level is reflected in language:

the inferential level is the level in which generalization,
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assumption, judgment or conjectures are involved; and the

inferential leveln is the level in whi.ch whet is acquired at

the inference level is further generalized, assumed, judged

or conjectured upon.

The abstraction process maps to sources of information

elegantly as shown below:

sources of information

Perception
Inference
Hearsay

--------->--------->--------->

abstraction process

Descriptive level
Inferential level
Inferential leveln

In the above scheme, the three information sources

perception, inference and hearsay seem to be rather definite.

It seems, however, that some elaborations are necessary:

basic knowledge should be added as one of the categories and

hearsay should be further subdivided into two as report and

rumor (hearsay) • Basic knowledge includes that which the

speaker believes to be true regardless of its original

information source. Basic knowledge needs to be included

because there is a difference as to the speaker's commitment

to the truth of proposition between ordinary inference or

hearsay on one hand, and inference or hearsay which are

promoted to basic knowledge on the other hand. In Japanese,

second-hand information is clearly marked with sentence-final

form soo da. But when the second-hand information is

established as basic knowledge, soo da need not necessarily

be added.
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(26) Tsuki no inryoku wa chikyuu no 1/6 da.
moon gravity earth

'The gravity on the moon is 1/6 of that of
the earth's.'

(27) Tsuki no inryoku wa chikyuu no 1/6 da soo da.
moon gravity earth I hear

'I hear that the gravity of the moon is 1/6 of
that of the earth's.'

The teacher of physics is expected to have established the

information as part of his basic knowledge, therefore, he

would most probably use (26) in delivering his lecture.

Otherwise, he sounds unconfident and unprofessional. On the

other hand, the students who were first introduced to the

information would probably use (27) when they tell others

what they learned at school. The distinction between the two

past tense morphemes in Turkish also exemplifies the

difference between second-hand information promoted to basic

knowledge and original second-hand information.

during an early phase of investigating these
issues in 1974, our minds were being increasingly
prepared for Richard Nixon's resignation. When the
event finally took place, it was quite natural to
report it -- although it was certainly a matter of
hearsay -- in the past of direct experience •• ~. During
the same time period, the Turkish premier Bulent Ecevit
suddenly resigned. There was no way to report this
event except in the past of indirect experience ••••
[Slobin and Aksu 1982: 196]

Hearsay needs to be broken down into report and rumor(legal

hearsay) because they differ in the reliability of the

information: report includes

21
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3.

3.1.

good highly reliable sources whereas hearsay involves

information from non-restricted, unreliable sources. English

has two series of verb forms for delivering second-hand

information: "I hear" and "They say" as opposed to "I heard"

and "They said". The latter pair implies restricted,

reliable third parties whereas the former pair does not. The

latter pair can be considered as conveying report while the

former pair as conveying hearsay.

Characteristics of Each Information Source

Basic knowledge 2

Basic knowledge is the mass of information which the

speaker assumes to be true regardless of its original

information source. It should be mentioned that basic

knowledge varies among individuals and even wi thin one

individual over time, but is validated at the time of speech.

In spite of its inconsistency and diversity, basic knowledge

is still an important criterion because it is reflected

differently in linguistic forms and it affects our

perception and reasoning.

Included in basic knowledge are academic, experiential,

cu l tural and religious knowledge. Academic knowledge is

largely acquired through academic feedback such as schooling

and reading. Representative examples are (a) mathematical

theorems, (b) scientific discoveries, and (c) historical

records:
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(a) The circumference of a circle is 27L r ,
(b) The earth goes around the sun.
(c) The Declaration of Independence was signed in 1776.

Academic knowledge may obtain higher validity than the

others, yet it is not absolute because new discoveries and

new events may overturn our present academic knowledge.

Experiential knowledge is largely acquired through

stimulus-response learning such as "Touching a boiling kettle

burns our skin." Just as with academic knowledge,

information stored as experiential knowledge may be invalid

in other circumstances. For example: if the pressure goes

down, the boiling point of water goes down and there may be a

point of low enough pressure where boiling water does not

burn our skin.

cultural and religious knowledge is the product of the

environment in which we were raised. Examples are

superstitions and proverbs. This type of knowledge is

especially diverse among individuals: some may dismiss it

altogether and others may adhere to it irresistibly. The

latter group may use it as the basis of their logical

reasoning.

3.2. Perception

The source of information labeled as perception includes

that which is acquired through the mechanism in which stimuli

are perceived by our sensory receptors and interpreted by our

nervous system. 3 The stimuli received by our receptors can
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be divided into the two groups as internal and external

stimuli by their origin. The internal stimuli originate

inside the skin so that no one except the one in whose body

the stimuli occurred can have access to them. The internal

stimuli includes emotions such as sadness and loneliness, or

sensations such as pain or cold. The external stimuli

originate outside the skin so that others can have equal

access to them.

happenings.

The external stimuli includes actions or

The combination of internal and external stimuli provide

the following three cases:

(a) [+internal] ex. I have a stomach ache.
-external

(b) (+internal] ex. I am singing.
+external

(c) [-internal] ex. Taro is singing. 4
+external It is raining now.

(a) is the case where the speaker is describing the world of

his inner consciousness, including emotions, sensations and

thoughts. Since others have no way of knowing what is

happening in the speaker's inner world, external stimuli are

considered to be nonexistent. (b) is the case where the

speaker is describing his own actions. His actions are

observable by others, and therefore, involve external

stimuli. However, the stimuli produced internally in

response to movements of the speaker's body used for the
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actions are not perceivable by others, but only by the

speaker himself. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume the

inclusion of the internal stimuli. (c) is the case where the

speaker is describing the outside world, which may be others'

actions or natural phenomena. They are observable and

accessible by anyone, but do not have any direct internal

effect on the speaker. Because of this, the external stimuli

are considered existent whereas the internal stimuli are not.

A person who perceives internal stimuli is termed an

experiencer in the present study. The speaker in (a) and

(b), but not in (c) is an experiencer.

3.3. Inference

The source of information labeled as inference includes

the information acquired through a logical, reportable

reasoning process such as del iberation, inference,

assumption, conjecture and judgment. It is important to note

that the reasoning process operates by using the basic

knowledge one possesses. Other information sources may

provide grounds for this process. The following exhibits

inferences which do and do not intertwine wi th other

information sources.

(a) (1) When car A which has the speed of 35m. p. h. is
passing car B coming from the opposite direction
with the speed of 25 m.p.h., the driver in either
car feels the speed of 60 m.p.h. at the time of
passing.
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(2) The lines, A and Bare
the same in length.

In the first case, the speaker is not an experiencer,
and thereby does not have the knowledge of how the
driver feels. He apparently reached the conclusion,
inferring from the mathematical knowledge he has. In
the second case, our perception often misleads us to
say that B is longer than A. However, if one has
encountered the illusion previously, and acquired as his
basic knowledge that the arrows in the example warp his
perception, then he can utilize that basic knowledge to
infer that A and B are the same length. These two
cases do not involve other information sources such as
perception, rumor and hearsay. Therefore, they are
considered cases where inferential information is not
intertwined with the others.

(b) (1) He must be hot since he's perspiring a lot.

(2) It will rain since the clouds are gathering and
it's humid.

The above two examples indicate inferences based on
information visually perceived.

(c) I hear (d) Hanako does not wear her engagement ring
any more and she does not go home together wi th
Taro these days. They must've broken up •••

This is an example of inference having its grounds in
report or hearsay.

Due to the diversity of information on which the inference

has its basis, there is a wide range of adequacy or accuracy

of inferential information among individuals and matters

concerned. The cases (a) and (b) are considered to be more

accurate in general than (c).

Recall the problems raised with regard to different

forms of the verbs of mentality, omou and omotte iru. The

examples are repeated below for convenience.
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(13) Watashi wa yuubinya ga tegami 0 kaifuu-shite iru
to [omou. I omotte iru.)

'I think that the mailman is opening our mail.'

(14) *Chichi wa yuubinya ga tegami 0 kaifuu-shite iru
to omou.

'My father thinks that the mailman is opening
our mail.'

(17) Chichi wa yuubinya ga tegami 0 kaifuu shite iru
to omotte iru.

'My father thinks that the mailman is opening
our mail.'

Akatsuka-McCawley regards the difference between omou

and omotte iru as being such that the speaker has to be an

immediate experiencer with the former, but n o t, with the

latter. She claims the ungrammaticality of (14) is due to

the violation of this restriction. Nakau (1979) views the

difference between the two as being such that omou is modal

whereas omotte iru is not modal because by his definition, a

modal has to reflect the speaker's mental attitude at the

speaker's instantaneous present. He believes that the

ungrammaticality of (14) is due to the fact that the speaker

cannot know instantaneously what others are thinking.

In the present framework, omou is considered to

represent perceptual information which includes internal

stimuli. Therefore, those who do not have access to such

internal stimuli are not able to talk about others' mental

process felicitously. It is because of this reason that (14)

is ungrammatical. In contrast to omou, omotte iru is
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considered to represent inferential information such as (b)

or (c) discussed previously. (17) as opposed to (14) is

grammatical because inferring about another person's mental

process is epistemologically quite natural.

3.4. Report

Report refers to second-hand information acquired from

someone reliable for whom the information is first-hand, or

from media which are considered to be highly reliable.

Examples of this type of information are:

(a) Hanako said she is lonely.
(b) According to NBC, Jimmy Carter is visiting Hawaii.

3.5. Hearsay

Hearsay refers to second-hand information which is

acquired from someone else for whom the information is not

first-hand. Gossip and rumors are considered to be in this

category. The difference between report and hearsay is such

that at least someone is responsible for report while no

specific person is responsible for hearsay. Furthermore,

report can be reliable enough to be used as a prosecutor's

evidence whereas hearsay cannot. Examples of hearsay are:

(a) Company A will go bankrupt.

(b) An earthquake will strike Japan in the year 2000.
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4. Sources of Information as a Continuum

The sources of information discussed previously may give

the impression that they are isolated from each other.

However, it is quite reasonable to place them on one

continuum and characterize them as increasing or decreasing

in some qualities such as abstraction, time, the speaker's

involvement and commitment.

As seen from the comparison between sources of

information and Lees' abstraction process discussed

previously, more abstraction is involved as information

sources move from perception to hearsay as schematized below:

Perception

Inference

Report

Hearsay

low

T
abstraction

1hJ.gh

It is not clear at this point wh~re to place basic knowledge

with regard to this quality.

The period of time from the ~tart of the matters

involved in a proposition to the expression of the matters in

language seems shortest with perception and longest with

hearsay. In general, it is quite possible to report what

was perceived immediately after the completion of perception.

In the event of a logical reasoning process, it may not be as

immediate as perception because it involves some time spent

in deliberation over the matter. Because information has to
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be transmitted from someone else in the case of report, there

needs to be more time involved than the logical reasoning

process which only involves the speaker. By the same token,

hearsay takes even more time because of the involvement of

several persons.

Basic knowledge

Perception

Inference

Report

Hearsay

This idea is schematized as below:

instantaneous

r
time

1
delayed

Basic knowledge can be considered instantaneous because by

definition, it is already stored as part of the speaker,

thereby needirg very little time to adduce it. Time involved

in the acquisition of basic knowledge is not relevant because

information is not regarded as basic knowledge until after it

is stored.

There is a significant difference between basic

knowledge, perception and inference on one hand, and report

and hearsay on the other as to the involvement of the

speaker. The former types of information are what the

speaker stored, perceived and inferred while the latter types

of information are what others acquired. In stating the

former, the speaker cannot be a total outsider whereas he can

be for the latter.
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Basic knowledge

Perception

Inference

Report

Hearsay ]

involvement

non-involvement

As claimed by Akatsuka-McCawley (1978), the degree of

the speaker's commitment to the truth of a propositionS is

highest with perception, intermediate with inference and

lowest with report or hearsay. Since basic knowledge is what

the speaker believes to be true by definition, it is obvious

that the speaker is commi tted to the truth of basic

knowledge. The following indicates the relative degree of

commitment each information carries:

Basic knowledge

Perception

Inference

Report

Hearsay
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Footnotes to Chapter II

1. Encyclopedia of Philosophy (1967) defines knowledge as
"justified true belief," and also suggests possible
objections to the three parts of its definition of knowledge.
The objections to the part of the definition, "true" are as
follows: "it has been suggested that the requirement that
what is known to be true is excessively stringent. Complete
certainty of a statement's truth is not to be had; the best
we can achieve is very strong grounds for thinking it true.
Thus, if knowledge entails truth, we can never attain
knowledge or, at any rate, never know that we have done so."
The objections to part of the definition, "belief" are as
follows: "knowledge cannot be a kind of belief, even though
they can have the same objects, because they exclude each
other. If I know that p, it would be wrong for me to say
that I believe it, since this would suggest that I do not
know it." The objections to the "justified" part of the
definition, are as follows: "my belief in q is justified if
there is some other belief p which entails or supports it.
It is clearly not enough that this further belief p should
merely exist ••• the original definition of knowledge is
rendered circular and generates a regress. It has the
consequence that before any belief can be justified, an
infinite series of justifications must already have taken
place."

2. I f the definition of "knowledge" introduced in
Encyclopedia of Philosophy is followed, it is problematic to
refer to experiential, cultural and religious knowledge as
knowledge because it is difficult to obtain unanimous
agreement about the truth value among individuals from
different social, cultural and religious settings. Even in
Academic knowledge, there is a difference between
mathematical axioms which are fixed and countries' boundaries
which are not fixed as pointed out by P. Lee (p.c.)
Regardless of such a problem, this thesis still adopts the
term "knowledge" since the speaker himself believes in it,
and that is more significant than gaining unanimous agreement
in relation to corresponding linguistic forms.

3. Lee (1940) points out the characteristics of human
perception as follows:

(a) Each receptor exclusively receives particular
stimuli which do not affect other receptors.

(b) Sensitivity of the specialized nervous receptors
varies among people due to deafness, color
blindness, near- and far-sightedness, fatigue,
adaptation, reaction, etc.
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(c) The character of an individual's habits and
interests affects the workings of the nervous
mechanisms so that his responses to stimuli are
individualized.

(d) The same stimuli are perceived differently
according to the physical position of an observer.

4. The act of singing is the same both for "my singing" and
"his singing." However, what is perceived in the course of
"singing" is different in the two cases. The difference may
be analogous to "listening to myself singing live" and
"listening to myself singing on tape." Though both of them
are the same person's singing, they are perceived differently
because the former case involves perception of the muscle
movement or resonance of singing which are considered to be
internal stimuli.

5. It should be emphasized that "the speaker's commitment
to the truth of the proposition" is not necessarily the same
as the objectively determinable truth of the proposition.
For example, if the speaker sincerely utters, "I received the
message from God," he believes what he is saying is true.
Therefore, he can be said to have a high commitment to the
truth of the statement. However, the truth value of the
statement itself is another matter because some believe in
the existence of God and others do not. These two kinds of
people would never agree on the truth value of his statement.
Thus, the concept of "truth" is a difficult one. In
contrast, "the speaker's commitment to the truth of
proposition" is rather clear-cut. As long as he believes in
it, he is committed to it, and the judgment regarding the
truth value of the proposition involves only the speaker, not
others. The term "the speaker's commitment. to the truth of
the proposition" has been used precisely to avoid the
problems involved in the determination of the truth value of
a proposition.
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Chapter III

Verbal Suffixes

1. Introduction

Traditionally, time-related verbal suffixes have been

studied in teLms of tense, aspect and mood. As mentioned

earlier, Akatsuka-McCawley (1978) and Nakau (1979) were

attempts to tie in tense and aspect together with mood.

Extending their work, in this chapter such verbal suffixes

in Okinawan and Japanese are examined within the framework

of epistemology developed in the previous chapter.

Okinawan is considered to be a sister language of

Present-day Japanese by traditional Japanese linguists. 1

Hattori (1976) figures, based on glottochronological

methods, that they have been separated for 1500 to 2000

years. 2 Because the attention of most scholars has been

mainly drawn to historical and phonological aspects of

Okinawan for comparative studies with Japanese, there are

relatively few studies done on g Iinmatical aspects of

Okinawan. Some which address grammatical aspects include

descriptive works done by Chamberlain (1895), Kinjo (1944),

Hattori (1955), Uemura (1963) and Loveless (1963). Uemura's

work, in contrast to the others, includes semantic as well as

syntactic analyses, so it provides a good starting point for

this discussion.
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2. Uemura's study

Uemura (1963) analyzes time-related verbal suffixes of

Okinawan as follows. 3 (Standard Japanese corresponding forms

are given in parentheses)4

present past I affirmative past

simple

, judan ' judeen
(yonda) (yonda noda)

, junun 'read' 'must have read'
ordinary (yomu, yonde

iru) proqressive
'to read'

, junutan5 , junuteen
(yonde ita) (yonde ita noda)
'was reading' 'must have been

reading'

continuous ' judoon ' judootan ' judooteen
(yonde iru) (yonde ita) (yonde ita noda)
'is reading' 'was reading' 'must have been

readinq'

resultative ' judeen ' judeetan ' judeeteen
(yonde aru) (yonde atta) (yonde atta nodal
'has read' 'had read' 'must have read'

Affirmative past forms are what he calls kyakutaika hyogen

• objectivized expressions' in a 1967 paper. He has

conjectured that these forms function to express the

speaker's attitude that a given proposition is something

objective and reliable.

At first glance, the forms exhibited in the chart seem

to be independent of each other. They are however, all

products of the agglutinations of the following six basic

morphemes:
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element function Japanese equivalent
---------- --------- ------------------- -------------------

--------- ------------------- -------------------stems
'jumi

, judi

attributive form

te form, gerund

yomi

yonde

?un existential oru, iru

suffixes ian existential aru

tan past tense ta

particle ja wa

The basic morphology of the forms in the chart are given and

labeled as follows 6:

morphology labels

'junun = 'jumi + ?un

'judan = 'judi + ian an form

'jumutan = 'jumi + ?un + tan utan form

'judeen = 'judi + ja + ian? een form

'judoon = 'judi + ja + ?un oon form

Uemura's analysis should be credi ted wi th the

exploration of the series of affirmative past which had been

completely overlooked in earlier analyses.

following points are left unexplained:

However, the

(a) The difference between 'judan ana 'junutan both of
which are categorized as ordinary past forms is not
clear.

(b) The difference between 'junutan and
which is categorized as continuing
dubious.
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(c) The difference between • judeen as present
resultative and 'judeen as affirmative past is not
considered.

(d) The significance of the series of affirmative past
in the system of the Okinawan language is not fully
described.

In what follows, the above points are explained in the

epistemological model.

3. utan, oon and an forms

The three forms, utan, oon, and an overlap each other in

the realms of usage as construed from the above-mentioned (a)

and (b). In this section, attempts are first made to clarify

in the temporal and epistemological framework the realms of

utan and oon forms, both of which are considered to denote

progressiveness, and the realms of utan and an forms, both of

which are characterized as ordinary past.

3.1. utan and oon forms

It seems that the basis for Uemura' s analysis of utan

and oon forms as denoting progressiveness is the fact that

both forms etymologically involve the suffix ?un, whose

Japanese equivalents iru and oru when coupled with -te form

of a verb as -te iru and -te oru may express progressiveness

as well as other semantic characteristics. Fujii (1975)

recognizes the following seven usages for -te iru form.
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(28) progressive action

Ima hon 0 yonde iru.
book read

'I am reading a book.'

(29) continuous state

Jitto shite iru.
still

'I am being still.'

(30) resultative

Ima wa kekkon shite iru.
now married

'She is now married.'

(31) experience

Sude ni shiriatte iru.
already acquainted

'They are already acquainted.'

(32) simple state

Yama ga sobiete iru.
mountain rise

'There is a mountain.'

(33) repetitious action

Yuumei-jin ga dondon shinde iru.
famous people one by one die

'Famous people are dying one by one.'

(34) existence

Shoosetsu no naka ni hyoogen sarete iru jimbutsu
novel in be described person

'A person described in the novel ••• '
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Kindaichi (1950, 1955, 1976) proposes a classification8

of Japanese verbs from the point of view of aspect. 9 More

specifically, the verbs are classified as to what kind of

aspect they denote when combined with the locative verb, iru.

What he calls shunkan dooshi 'punctual verbs' are those which

refer to momentary actions or events. That is, the speaker

conceives the beginning point of actions or events to be

simul taneous with the end point. Representatives of such

verbs are shinu ' to die', tsuku ' to turn on'. Therefore,

shinde iru or tsuite iru do not mean 'someone is in the

process of dying' nor 'a light is in the process of turning

on,' but mean 'someone is dead,' or 'a light is turned on.'

In contrast to punctual verbs are what he calls keizoku

dooshi 'durative verbs'. They are those which refer to

actions or events which involve a certain amount of time.

Examples of these verbs are yomu 'to read', and kaku 'to

write'. Therefore, yonde iru and kaite iru do mean 'someone

is in the process of reading' or 'someone is in the process

of writing.'

The oon form of Okinawan shows an exact parallel to the

-te iru form of Japanese, whereas utan is somewhat different

from -te iru. It is especially noticeable when they are

combined with punctual verbs. When combined with the punctual

verb tsuku 'to turn on', the oon form denotes the resul t of

action just as -te iru form does, whereas utan form denotes

the process of action.
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(35) J: Yamada san no ie wa sanji goro denki ga •
house 3 o'clock light

tsuite ita.
turned on

'The lights were on at 3:00 at Yamada's house.'

0: Yamada san taa jaa ja sanzji guru denki nu
house 3 o'clock light

yicootan.
turned on

'The lights were on at 3:00 at Yamada's house.'

0: Yamada san taa jaa ja sanzji guru denki nu
house 3 o'clock light

9icutan.
turned on

'The lights were being turned on at 3:00 at
Yamada's house.'

With the verbs of travelling, the same principle holds as

witnessed in the following examples:

(36) J: Yamada san wa kite iru.
come

'Mr. Yamada has arrived.'

0: Yamada sannoo coon.
came

'Mr. Yamada has arrived.'

0: Yamada sannOG cuutan.
came

'Mr. Yamada is on his way here.'

Another discrepancy between the utan and -te iru forms

comes from their compatibility with durative clauses.
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cannot cooccur with durative clauses whereas both oon and -te

iru can.

(37) J: Watashi ga oyoide iru aida, ano hito wa hon 0
I was swimming while that person book

yonde ita.
was reading

0: Wan ga ?wiizjooru
I swimming

f*, . \]umutan.
, judootan.
was reading

?eeda, ?aree sjumuci
while he book

'While I was swimming, he was reading a book.'

What the discrepancy between utan and oon forms above

suggests is that utan forms apply to a point in time whereas

oon forms apply to some duration of time as schematized as

follows. (8 and E refer to speech time and event time

respectivelylO, and the arrows indicate the time span of

action. )

-te iru form:

oon form:

utan form:

-te ita(past) ----~---------I----->
E 8

ootan(past) ----r=--------!I------>
E S

utan(past) ----1----------1------>
E S

To sum up, the oon form in Okinawan parallels the -te iru

in Japanese in that both ind1cate process (or activity) with
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durative verbs and event (or act) with punctual verbs.

(Lyons 1977, Comrie 1976). The utan form of Okinawan is not

progressive as Uemura claimed, but rather past tense,

indicating one phase of action in the past.

3.2. utan and an forms

Supposing that utan and oon forms can be distinguished

as described above, the problem arises regarding the

distinction between utan and an forms since both refer to one

phase of action in the past, and neither being compatible

with durative clauses, as shown below:

(38 ) ?ari ga ?wiizjooru ?eeda, f
* ' · "'\* JUdan.

wannee sjumuci jumutan
'judootan.

'While he was swimming, I was reading a book.'

In the temporal framework, an and utan forms are

distinguished such that the an form refers to the endpoint of

an action whereas utan refers to a midway point of action. 11

This is especially noticeable with verbs of travelling as

shown below:

(39 ) ?aree nama cuutan.
he now corne

'He is on his way here. ,

(40) Wannee nama can.
I

, I have just arrived now. ,

But verbs which show the difference in (39) and (40) are

limited only to the verbs of travelling.
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In the epistemological framework, the difference between

an and utan is explained as the an form requiring the speaker

to be an experiencer while the utan form requires the speaker

to be a non-experiencer. This distinction is not limited to

certain verb groups as is the one in the temporal framework,

therefore it is considered to be a better explanation.

In expressions of past habits, or reminiscence, an

refers to the speaker's own habits perceived by the speaker

himself, whereas utan refers to others' habits.

Wannee warabi sooi nee,
(41)

I child when

[
nacan. ~

'juu
*nacutan.

often cried

'I used to cry often when I was a child.'

(42) ?jaa

?aree
He/You

warabi sooi nee, 'juu {*nacan. (
nacutan. )

often

'He/You used to cry often when he was/you were
a child.'

When the speaker is reporting what he has heard about his

past habits, that is, when the speaker is not the

experiencer, nacutan, but not nacan is the acceptable form as

seen below:

Wannee warabi sooi nee,
(43)

I child when

'juu ~ *nacan ~
l nacutan J

often cried

ndi.

I hear

'I hear I often used to cry when I was a child.'
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As expected, an form describes the speaker's own actions

whereas utan describes others' actions in expressions of

ordinary past:

I yesterday medicine

(44)
Wannee cinuu kusui

[

nudan. \

*numutan.)
took

'I took medicine yesterday. ,

f?jaa ~ CnUdan. J(45) cf.nuu kusui
?aree numutan.
You/He yesterday medicine took

'You/He put money here yesterday.'

In contrast to declarative sentences, in interrogative

sentences it is the addressee, not the speaker whose actions

are described by an. In the following sentences, note that

interrogative forms of a verb are formed by the addition of

the interrogative suffix -i to the gerund of the verbs. For

example, the gerund of nudan and nanutan are nudi and numuti

respectively. Therefore, the interrogative forms are nudii

and numutii respectively. In general, if a verb retains t

before the interrogative suffix, it is an indication of its

being a utan form.

Wannee

yesterday medicine

(46)

I

cinuu kusui
[

*nud i i ? 1 2 J
numutii?

took

!Did I take medicine yesterday?'
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(47)
?jaa ja cinuu

you yesterday

kusui

medicine
f nudii? J

* ..numutl.l.?
took

'Did you take medicine yesterday?'

The phenomena discussed are reminiscent of the

epistemological restrictions which adjectives of feeling or

sensation and verbs of mental activity impose. That is,

they involve internal stimuli which are not something

everyone has access to. Therefore, the speaker has to be an

experiencer in order to describe information of that sort.

If the speaker is not an experiencer, he is only entitled to

describe what he observed or inferred about others' feelings

or mental thought. Strawson says:

X's depression is something, one and the same thing,
which is felt, but not observed, by X, and observed,
but not felt, by the others. [Strawson 1959: 109]

In parallel to Strawson's treatment, an and utan can be

analyzed as follows: what an describes is something that is

experienced, but not observed by the speaker; what utan

describes is something that is not experienced, but observed

by the speaker.

4. Japanese past tense morpheme ta

The Japanese past tense morpheme ta resembles the

Okinawan an in the sense that they both serve to describe the

actions the speaker himself experienced.
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mere coincidence that both forms are also etymologically

alike. For example, the Okinawan • jUdan is etymologically

• judi (gerund) + ?ari as Uemura ana lyzed. The Japanese

equivalent yonda is etymologically yomi + tari, and the

origin of tari is te + ari as Tokieda (1954) has shown.

Therefore, yomitari can be broken down as yomite (gerund) +

ari just like 'judan. That is, both forms were originally

gerund + locative verb ari.

Kyoko Inoue (1976) claims that ta is used when

sentences represent "the speaker's physical and psychological

involvement." Contrastingly, the progressive form te iru is

used when "the speaker is making an objective and evidential

statement." She calls the latter usage as "reportative. II

She clarifies her points as follows:

(48) John-wa juu- nen -mae -ni General Motors -0
ten years ago in obj.

yame-sase-rare
leave cause-passe

'John was laid off by General Motors ten years ago.'

the speaker is reviewing John's employment record.
It shows that John was laid off by General Motors ten
years prior to the speech time. The -te i-ru phrase is
appropriately used, and it conveys exactly the feeling
that the speaker is looking at a record and is making an
objective statement •••• [Inoue 1976: 107]

(49) Watashi-wa onaji-toshi-ni Chrysler -0 yame-sase-
I same year in leave-cause-

rare- (*1;e i-rue}
pass (ta.

'I was laid off by Chrysler in the same year.'
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The speaker is now talking about himself -- he has
learned that ten years ago, John was laid off by General
Motors, and he is saying that he was laid off by
Chrysler that same year. The sentence ending with -te
i-ru sounds very awkward because the reportative sense
~-te i-ru makes it sound as if the speaker had
forgotten about it, and he has had to talk about it by
looking at his own record ••• [Inoue 1976: 107]

She goes on to say that the same principle sheds some light

on the following anomaly of Japanese grammar. Since the

speaker is referring to his present state, from the point of

view of temporal meaning, -te i-ru is the e) .lected choice.

Yet, the correct form is the past tense morpheme ta.

(50)
aa, tsukare

oh, fatigue

r*-te i-ru! l
l tal J

'Oh, am I tired!'

She contends that -te i-ru is not acceptable with such

propositional information which represents "the speaker's

physical and psychological involvement in his present state"

due to its connotation of "reportative" sense.

In addition to what Inoue has pointed out, it should be

noted that ta is also appropriate in questioning the

addressee's actions, but not the 3rd person's actions. This

also supports her claim that ta conveys the feeling of the

speaker's involvement.
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(51) Anata wa moo Shakespeare 0 yomimashi-ta ka?
you yet read Q

'Have you read Shakespeare yet?'

(52) Yamada-san wa moo Shakespeare 0
yet

[

a .
b.
c.

*yomimashi-ta ka? j
yon-da no desu ka?
yon-da to omoimasu ka?

a: 'Has Mr. Yamada read Shakespeare yet?'
b: 'Has Mr. Yamada read Shakespeare yet?'
c: 'Do you think Mr. Yamada has read Shakespeare yet?'

As seen in (52), it sounds queer if only ta is used to

question the completion of others' actions though it does

sound natural if the proposition is embedded in no desu and

to om~iillasu 'I think that'.

Tsuzuku (1980) reports that some dialects of Japanese

such as OU, Gumma and Shizuoka differentiate the speaker's

direct experience from non-experience by using ke for the

former group and ta for the latter group.13

5. een forms

As discussed in 111.2., Uemura elicited two een forms:

one denoting resul tative aspect and the other affirmative

past. In the present framework, the information expressed by

resultative aspect belongs to perception while the

information expressed by affirmative past belongs to

inference. Since these two information sources are rather

diverse, at first glance it appears
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epistemological standpoint for these two information sources

to be manifested by the same linguistic form. However, one

soon discovers that such an unlikelihood is compensated for

by the fact that speakers of the language know which meaning

a given een form carries. What follows discusses several

contextual and semantic devices by which the two een forms

are distinguished. III.6. is concerned with the

epistemological distinction between the two.

Firstly, the context in which a speech act is taking

place provides a criterion for identifying the meaning of een

form. If the speaker and the addressee both have access to

an object at speech time to which a given action was

attributed, it is apparent that een is indicating resultative

aspect, not affirmative past.

(53) ?ansi curaaku ciQceeru.
how beautifully cut

* 'How beautifully you have cut them!'
'You must have cut them beautifully.'

When een form occurs within kutu ' since, because' and

~i9a 'although', resultative aspect and affirmative past

forms will no longer be neutralized as the identical een

form, but have to be overtly represented by the use of

qualifying clauses such as hazji below which clearly denote

the connotation of inference.
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(54) Deekuni ja ?ari ga ciQcee kutu, ?jaa ja cideekuni
radish he cut since you carrots

ciri joo.
cut

'Since he has cut the radish, will you cut
the carrots?'

(55) Deekuni ja ?ari ga ciQceeru hazji ja kutu, ?jaa ja
radish he cut probably since you

cideekuni ciri joo.
carrots cut

'Since he probably cut the radish, will you cut
the carrots?'

Secondly, sentence-final particles provide good grounds

for identification of the een form. Epistemologically,

Okinawan sentence-final particles can be divided into two

groups: one group is appended to such propositional

information that is acquired through perception; the other

group is appended to propositional information acquired

through inference. The former type of sentence-final

particles include doo and jaa. The latter type includes tee,

sa, and joo. Needless to say, the een form combined with the

former group denotes resultative aspect whereas een form

combined with the latter type denotes affirmative past. This

will be elaborated on in the next chapter.

Thirdly, the verb cooccurring with een gives good

grounds to identify the meaning of the een form. If a verb

is intransitive, the following principle holds: a een form
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denotes resultative aspect when the sUbject is the 1st person

whereas it denotes affirmative past when the subject is not

the 1st person as seen below:

(56) Cinuu ja juu nintee kutu, cuu nu sikenoo
last night well sleep today test

siwaa neen.
worry not

'Since I got a good sleep last night I'm not
worried about the test today.'

(57) * ..
d oo , J[ a. ?wJ.J.zeen

?aree cinuu ?umi nzji
b. ?wiizee sa.

he yesterday sea in swam

a: 'He swam in the ocean yesterday. I

b: 'He must've swum in the ocean yesterday.'

If a verb is transitive, the clarification of the meaning of

een form has to rely on the sentence-final forms following

it, or on the context.

We have seen that the identical representation of two

information sources, namely pezcept i.on and inference by the

same linguistic form does not necessarily imply an identical

conceptual ization in speakers of the language. Thus, two

sources are differentiated by the several means mentioned

above. Now, the ques~ion arises as to why the language does

not simply represent the two information sources with

different linguistic forms. Is it a mere coincidence for the

two sources of information to be expressed by the same

linguistic form?
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Comrie (1976) does not view such a formal resemblance as

a mere coincidence. He points out that a formal relationship

between perfect (Uemura's resultative aspect) and in~erential

(Uemura's affirmative past) forms exists in such languages as

Turkish, Georgian, Bulgarian, and Estonian. Further, he

views such a formal relationship as the result of semantic

similarity between perfect and inference. He clarifies his

points as follows:

••• With the perfect, a past event is related to a
present state, in other words the past event is not
simply presented per se, but because of its relation to
a present state. With the inferential, the past event
is again not presented simply per se, rather it is
inferred from some less direct result of the action
(e.g. a second-hand report, or prima facie evidence,
such as the wetness of the road leading to the inference
that it has been raining, even when the raining itself
has not been directly witnessed). Thus, the semantic
similarity (not, of course, identity) between perfect
and inferential lies in the fact that both categories
present an event not in itself, but via its results •••

Therefore, it seems more plausible to consider the

formal resemblance between resultative aspect and affirmative

past forms in Okinawan as a reasonable result than to

consider it as a mere coincidence.

"6. Japanese resultative aspect morpheme te aru

te aru form, a Japanese equivalent of the Okinawan een

form, does not convey the connotation of inference as its

Okinawan counterpart does, but rather conveys the connotation
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of resultative aspect when combined with transitive verbs as

shown below:

(58) mado ga akete aru. 1 4
window open

'The window is open.'

te aru usually does not cooccur with intransitive verbs

(Saji 1974, Alfonso 1975). Martin (1975), however, does not

consider that such is not the case and presents examples of

te aru forms combined with intransitive verbs as follows. 1 5

(59) Boku wa sakuban yoku nete aru kara, kyoo no
I last night well sleep today's

tesuto wa shimpai nai.
test worry no need

'I got a good sleep last night (to be ready)
so I'm not worried about the test today.'

(60) Chichi wa moo kono kaisha ni gojuunen mo
father already this company 50 years

tsutomete aru kara{=tsutomete iru kara), hyakuman-
worked $1 million

gurai no taishoku-kin wa moraeru daroo.
about pension get should

'My father has worked for this company more than
fifty years so he should get a retirement
allowance of a million or so.'

(61) ?Nagai aida gakko e itte aru kara, nandemo
long time school everything

shitte iru.
know

'He's spent a lot of time going to school so
there's nothing he doesn't know.'
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Note that the subject is the speaker in (59), and the third

person in (60) and (61). Sentence (59) is accepted by all

speakers, but the acceptability of (60) and (61) are not

straightforward. Many native speakers, including myself,

prefer te iru form to te aru form which is in parentheses in

(60); and Martin himself questioned the grammaticali ty of

(61) • Throughout Martin I s other examples, the same

generalization applies. This leads us to say that te aru

form may be combined with intransitive verbs provided that

the subject is the speaker, but not be combined so readily if

the subject is not the speaker.

This speculation is suggestive in seeking a solution as

to why een form of Okinawan combined with intransitive verbs

denotes resultative aspect only when the subject is the 1st

person and it does not denote resultative aspect but

affirmative past when the subject is not the 1st person.

(c.f. 111.5.) It seems that both te aru and een have close

association with the results as well as the objects to which

a given action was attributed. It is probably because of

this reason that the te aru forms which denote only

resultative aspect do not combine with intransitive verbs

except for the 1st person subject. The reason it can

cooccur with the 1st person subject is that there is no need

for the speaker to infer what he has done.
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7. Significance of kyakutaika hyogen

It was shown in Uemura' s analysis that there are two

series of verbal suffixes to express past events in Okinawan:

simple past suffixes and the affirmative past suffixes.

Simple past verbal suffixes express propositional

information acquired through perception, whereas the

affirmative past verbal suffixes express propositional

information acquired through inference. As a consequence,

this differentiation requires the speaker to indicate his

commitment toward the truth value of a given proposition.

That is, the speaker makes a higher commitment to a

proposition expressed with simple past endings than to the

information expressed with affirmative past endings.

Hidatsa, an American Indian language also has many

verbal suffixes which act to distinguish information sources

and further to indicate the speaker' s attitude to the truth

value of a given proposition as discussed in Chapter I.

Among the six verbal suffixes Matthews discussed, the

Emphatic and Period moods are comparable to the Okinawan

simple and affirmative verbal suffixes respectively. The

Emphatic mood is used when the speaker knows the sentence to

be true and if a sentence that ends with the Emphatic mood is

false, the speaker is considered a liar. It is reasonable to

assume that in a proposition expressed by simple past verbal

suffixes, the speaker is definite about its truth value

because it is perceived through the speaker I s direct
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experience. Sincerity conditions being fulfilled, if a

proposition with simple past suffixes turn out to be false,

the speaker is considered to be a liar. The Period mood is

used when the speaker believes the sentence to be true and if

it should turn out otherwise, it would mean he was mistaken,

but by no means a liar. It is reasonable to assume that a

proposition expressed by affirmative past suffixes is

something the speaker believes to be true since it is

something he inferred, however he is not convinced of its

truth. Therefore, if the proposition with affirmative past

suffixes turn out to be false, the speaker is not considered

to be a liar.

8. Summary

This chapter examined time-related verbal suffixes,

especially, the an, utan and two een forms in Okinawan in the

light of epistemology. It was argued that the an and utan

forms are appended to propositional information acquired

through perception. More specifically, the an form indicates

that the speaker is the experiencer of the action expressed

in the proposition, while the utan form indicates that the

speaker is the non-experiencer of the action in the

proposition. The een form of simple past tense indicates

that the propositional information is acquired through

perception while the een form of the affirmative past tense
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indicates that the propositional information is acquired

through inference.

In discussing Okinawan verbal suffixes, their Japanese

equivalents were also examined in the light of epistemology.

It was demonstrated that ta and te iru of Japanese resemble

an and utan of Okinawan respectively in the sense that the

former (ta and an) indicate the speaker's direct experience

whereas the latter (te iru and utan)indicates someone else's

experience.
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Footnotes to Chapter III

1. The development of the Okinawan language is discussed
in Hokama (1971).

2. Hokama (1977) also supports Hattori's hypothesis based
on his linguistic, archeological and historical studies.

3. The orthography used in this thesis follows that used in
Okinawaqo jiten 'Dictionary of Okinawan'. The following
gives the phonetic values. In this thesis, ? is used to
indicate a glottal stop, not to indicate ungrammaticality of
a sentence unless noted in a footnote.

?a [?a] ?e [?e] ?" [?i] ?o [?o] '?u [?u].l.
a [a] e [e] i [i] 0 [0] u [u]

cia) [a.) 'e [ie] 'i [j i] '0 [0] 'u [wu]
?j [?j]
, j [j]
?w [?w]
'w [w]
P [p] t [t] k [k]
b [b] d [d] g [g]
s [s] I _a,o,u [I]/i,e
Iii [s]
z [d,} ]

~ [dz]
c [tJ]
9 [ts]
h [h]
m [m] n [n]
N [1Jl] I .Jll [n] / n

[r] I -r
Q [Ot'F ] I - [t.(F ]

+Cons +cons

4. The following set of forms is also included in Uemura's
chart. But it was omitted because it is not relevant to the
present discussion.

present
preservative 'judoocun

(yonde oku )

past affirmative past
'judoocan 'judooceen
(yonde oita) (yonde oita noda)

5. • junutan might have been more prevalent at the time of
Uemura's elicitation than 'jumutan, a levelled form of
'junutan. Since' jumutan is widely accepted nowadays,
'jumutan is used throughout the examples in this thesis.
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6. Chart I illustrates conjugation forms of verbal suffixes
discussed in this thesis and Chart II illustrates conjugation
forms of major verb classes. Both charts are borrowed from
Kinjo (1944).

Chart I

an (u)tan een oon

subjunctive ara tara eera oora

attributive ai tei eei ooi

i inite an tan een oon

adnomina1 aru taru eeru ooru

conditional ari tari eeri oori

imperative oori

interrogative i tii eemi oomi

gerund

Chart II

Consonant base

ti eeti

r-base

ooti

n-base

subjunctive 'juma'read' kaka'write' ara'be' sina'die'

attributive ' jumi kaci ai sini

finite 'jumun kacun an sinun

adnominal 'j~muru kacuru aru sinuru

conditional ' jumi kaki ari sini

imperative 'jumi kaki ari sini

interrogative 'judii kacii ami sinumi

gerund 'judi kaci ati sizi
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upper upper lower lower
one-base V two-base V one-base V two-base V

-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
sub junctri.ve cira'wear' ukira'get up' kira'kick' jiira'get'
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
attributive cii ukii kii jii
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
finite cijun ukijun kijun jiijun
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
adnominal cijuru ukijuru kijuru jiijuru
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
conditional ciri ukiri kiri jiiri
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
imperative ciri ukiri kiri jiiri
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
interrogative ciimi ukiimi kiimi jiimi
-------------- ---------- ------------- ---------- ---------
gerund cici ukiti kitti jiiti

7. Kinjo has analyzed 'judeen and 'judoon as follows:

'judeen = 'judi + ?ai (?an) + ?an
'judoon = 'judi + ?ai (?an) + ?un

It is not my intention to state a preference between the two
analyses at the present time.

8. Besides durative and punctual verbs, there are two more
classes of verbs he recognized. One of them is stative verbs
such as aru 'to be' or iru Ito be' which can never be
combined with iru to form te iru forms. The other is the
verbs referred to as Type 4 which include magaru 'to wind'
and which are usually combined with iru. These two classes
of verbs are omitted since they are not relevant to the
present discussion.

9. As pointed out by Jacobson (1982), Vendler (1957)
clasp~£ies English verbs in a similar fashion to Kindaichi
(195U). The bases of his classification are two primary
tests : the abi1i ty of a verb to appear in the progress i ve
form; and the question frame for a verb to fit into, "How
long did it take to ••• ?" or "For how long did ••• ?" The
following is his classification:

(a) States: love, know, hate, want, have
(b) Activities: run, walk, play, swim
(c) Achievements: reach the summit, recognize a person
(d) Accomplishments: write a book, draw a circle
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.~) and (c) take the progressive forms as opposed to (b) and
(d) • (a) and (b) fit "For how long did ••• ?" frame better,
while (c) and (d) fit "How long did ••• ?" better. Kindaichi
and Vendler's classifications correspond as follows.

Stative ---------------------------State
Type 4
durative~~~~-:---------------------Activity----=:. :. : : : :=:: = - Accomplishments
punctual·-~-~=:-==-----------------Achievement

10. I owe these terms to Reichenbach (1947).

11. A similar analysis has been developed independently in
Miyazaki (1984) using the concepts of endpoint and manner to
clarify the interpretation of the -te iru for use of motion
verbs in Japanese.

12. In her example, ? does not refer to a glottal stop, but
to a grammatical judgment which says a given sentence sounds
queer, through but not sound as bad as the ones marked with
*
13. It is unfortunate that Tsuzuku did not give example
sentences.

14. Kazuko Inoue (1976) claims that the passive + te iru can
be also substituted for (44) as below, but it is not as
acceptable as (44).

Mado ga ake-rare-te-iru
window open pass

IThe windows are open.'

Contrastingly, in Okinawan, the grammatical form is not the
exact equivalent of (44), but the passive + te iru as below:

Madu nu aki-raQ-toon.
'The windows are open.'

15. The glossary is added. The? in example (61) doesn't
indicate a glottal stop, but rather a grammaticali ty
jUdgment.
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Chapter IV

Sentence-Final Forms

1. Introduction

In the previous section, the verbal suffixes, an, utan,

oon and een were characterized in terms of the sources of

propositional information they are appended to. This section

explores sentence-final forms of Okinawan in the same light.

For the present study, Nohara (1971) provides the most

complete descriptive background study of Okinawan sentence

final forms 1 and Uemura (1967) uses the epistemological

approach. Analyzed in this section are the sentence-final

forms, doo, saa, sa, tee, joo, and Ndi which are appended to

declarative sentences 1 i, na and gajaa which are appended to

interrogative sentences1 and the emphatic particle dUe These

particles do not comprise a complete list of all the Okinawan

sentence-final forms. However, consideration of them will

clarify how the notion of epistemology plays an important

role in the choice of sentence-final forms in Okinawan.

2. Sentence-final forms in declarative sentences

2.1. Review of previous studies

Nohara labels and compares sentence-final forms, doo,

tee, joo and Ndi to Japanese as follows:
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doo (Japanese zo): emphasis

(62) ?uugurun soo ~iga ?ami doo.
very cloudy rain

'It's very cloudy, so it'll start raining.'

tee (J. yo): emphasis

(63) ?anu 'inagoo curakoo neen tee jaa.
that woman beautiful not

'That woman is not pretty, is she?'

joo (J. yo): emphasis

(64) 'juusanree Nna cuu kutu, ?jaa n kuu joo.
evening everyone come since you too come

'Since everyone will gather in the evening, will
you come, too?'

Ndi (J. to): quotation

(65) ?iku9i ?a ga Ndi ?iita kutu, tii9i Ndi ?ican.
how many are Q asked since one said

'Since he asked me how many there are,
I told him one.'

Uemura (1967) characterizes sa along with si and mun2

as having the function of presenting a statement as being

objective. That is, sa has the semantic effect of assuring

the addressee that a given statement is purely objective,

well-grounded and true.

Among the sentence-final forms appended to declarative

sentences, saa is the only one which is left unmentioned in

the literature. It may be because the scholars have

considered saa and sa as allomorphs of each other just as

Japanese ne and nee are often treated as the same morpheme.
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It seems however, that there is a tremendous epistemological

difference between Japanese ne and nee as pointed out by

Uyeno (1971):

(154) Koko
this part

.. 1*ga ].tam-J.-masu ne nee.
ache-formal

'This part aches, doesn't it?'

which is uttered by a physician examining a patient.
The physician cannot feel the patient I s pain in that
spot, but can estimate where the pain would be, in the
course of the examination, and utters (154) to confirm
his supposition ••••• if the speaker turns out to have
defini te knowledge about the matter as o ppc aed to
supposition, then the use of the particle nee will
naturally be grammatical ••••• a mother will utter (156)
to her little child in urging him to behave nicely and
(157) in praising him for having behaved nicely. [Uyeno
1971: 120-121]

(156) O-rikoo-san nee
good (boy)

'(You) are a good boy, aren't you? (So, behave.)'

(157) O-rikoo-san nee.
good (boy)

'(You) are a good boy, aren't you? (You have
been behaving well.) ,

It seems that the sentence-final forms, sa and saa of

Okinawan also have a similar epistemological distinction as

seen in the contrast between Japanese ne and nee. This will

be discussed in the following section.

2.2. The epistemological approach to sentence-final forms

The unique epistemological nature of adjectives of

feeling has been discussed previously. There are four

possible situations in which such adjectives appear in
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utterances: (a) the speaker talks about his own feelings;

(b) the speaker infers another person's feelings from' the

manifestation of such feelings in the person's appearance;

(c) the speaker infers what state another person is in from

the knowledge he has about that person; and (d) the speaker

reports what he heard from a person who had such feelings.

The following four examples represent the situations (a)

(d) in order:

(66) ?iQpee ?a9isan.
very hot

'I'm very hot.'

(67) ?aree ?iQpee ?a9isa gisan.
he looks

'He looks like he must be hot.'

(68) ?aree nama ?iQpee sikaraasaru hazji. 3 Kwa nu
he now very lonely child

jamatu Nkai Nzjoo kutu.
mainland to has gone since

'He must be lonely now since his child has gone
to the mainland.'

(69) ?aree ?a9isa Ndi ?iitan.
he hot said

'He said that he is hot.'

(66) describes a situation in which the speaker is the

experiencer of the state of being hot, perceiving such

internal stimuli himself. (67) may be uttered when the

speaker perceives external stimuli such as the other person's
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perspiration or use of a fan and infers from such external

stimuli that he is hot. (68) is the case where the speaker

reaches a conclusion based not on what he perceived such as

the external stimuli in (67), bu t on the background

information the speaker has about him.

The examples (66) and (67) form a natural class as

opposed to example (68) in that the former includes

perceptual information while the latter include only

inferential information. The difference between these two

groups of information is also reflected in their choice of

sentence-final forms as shown in the following examples:

(70) ?iQpee ?ayisa (Q saa / n dooJ. 4

'Oh, I'm very hot!'

(71) ?aree ?iQpee ayisa gisa (Q saa / n doole

'Oh, he looks so hotl'

(72) ?aree ?iQpee sikaraasa (n tee / n joo / sa), 5
kwa nu jamatu Nzjoo kutu.

'He must be very lonely since his child has gone
to the mainland.'

Appending sa, tee and joo to (70) and (71) results in

ungrammaticality as does the appending of doo and saa to

(72) • This suggests an epistemological difference between

saa and doo on one hand, and aa , tee and joo on the other

that the former represents perceptual information while the

latter represents solely inferential information. This

speculation is also supported by the fact that the latter
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sentence-final forms are not normally compatible with 1st

person subjects. This is quite natural because the speaker

does not need to infer his own feelings or sensation since he

is in a position to perceive them directly.

Another supporting piece of evidence comes from the

compatibility of sentence-final forms with the verbal

suffixes, an and utan forms discussed previously. Recall

that it was argued that an form is used when the speaker is

an experiencer of an action, thereby perceiving internal

stimuli while utan form is used when the speaker is an

observer of others' actions, thereby perceiving external

stimuli. The situations these two forms denote are analogous

to those in (66) and (67). That is, both an and utan forms

take perception-based information. This leads us to expect

that an and utan forms take the same sentence-final forms as

( 66 ) and (67) take. The correctness of our assumption is

seen in the following examples:

(73 )

[

n doo ,
Wannee cinuu ?umi nzji wiizja * *

I r:«I yesterday sea swam sa n tee

'I swam in the ocean yesterday.'

(74)
?aree cinuu ?umi nzji r

n doo I Q sa*a. . \
wiizjuta * *

sal n teel n JOo.

'He swam in the ocean yesterday.'
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It was briefly mentioned in the previous chapter that

the context of the speech act contributes to the

differentiation between the two een forms as resultative

aspect or affirmative past morphemes. In (75), the speaker

is expressing his impression about the fish in front of his

and his addressee's eyes which was cut beautifully.

Therefore, it is obvious that the een form here is denoting

resultative aspect. In that event, the choice of sentence-

final forms is saa and doo which are assumed to be appended

to perception-based information.

(75 )

l
Q saa / n doo

curaaku ciQcee * *
beautifully cut sa / n tee /*n

?iju Nna Nkai misiti kuun naa?
fish everyone show

?unu
this

'You've cut the fish so beautifully. How
about showing this to everyone?'

In (76), both the speaker and the addressee are referring to

the fish which is not visible to either one of them, and the

addressee is worried whether or not Taro has cut it well.

The speaker is assuring the addressee of Taro's excellent job

by inferring from his knowledge about Taro's skill.

Therefore, it is natural to consider the een form here

combined with the verb to cut as denoting affirmative past.

In this case, the choice of sentence-final forms is sa, tee

and joo, not saa and doo.
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(76) siwaa saNkee. ?ari ga kutu ja kutu, ?ijoo
worry not-Imp. he fish

{ *Q *

joo. J
saa / n doo.

curaaku ciQcee
beautifully sa / n tee / n

'Don't worry. Considering his skill, he must've
cut the fish beautifully.'

When the contexts are not definite enough to clarify the

meaning of een form, sentence-final forms differentiate

between two een forms.

(77)
?aree zjin

he lots
(

a . Q saa / n doo
dateen mookitee

money made b. sa / n tee / n

a: 'He has made a lot of money.'
b: 'He must've made a lot of money.'

As the sentence-final forms discussed so far, Ndi is

also appended to declarative sentences. Corresponding to the

conjunctive particle Ndi in (62) which expresses the fourth

possible situation where adjectives of feelings appear, the

sentence-final form Ndi also indicates that the propositional

information is acquired second-hand through hearsay or report

as follows: 7

(78) A: ?aree nuuNci cuu kuu -N ga?
he why today come not Q

'How come he won't come here today?'

B: ciburu nu jamu Ndi.
head aches

Jakutu du cuu ja
That's why today

kuu -N do «kuuN + Ndi)
come-not

'I heard he has a headache. That's why he's
not coming.'
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2.3. Japanese sentence-final forms

Teramura (1979) analyzes Japanese sentence-final forms

which "report situations presumptively" mainly from the point

of view of information sources used for presumption. More

specifically, he attempts to clarify the differences existing

among the following sentences:

(79 ) Arne ga futta.
rain fall

'It rained. ,

(80) Arne ga furi sao da.

, It looks as if it'll rain. ,

(81) Arne ga furu daroo.

, It may rain. ,

(82) Arne ga furu sao da. 8

'I hear that it'll rain.'

He claims that the significant difference between (79) on one

hand and the rest on the other is that the former is based on

a fact which the speaker directly experienced whereas the

latter are not.

(80)-(81) is that

Further, the difference between (82) and

(80)-(81) are acquired from the speaker's

own presumption whereas (82) is acquired from secondary

sources. He differentiates (81) as "subjective presumption"

whose bases rely solely on the speaker's knowledge and past

experience, from (80) as "objective
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involves grounds of presumption outside of the speaker, that

is the appearance of the sky, etc.

In the present epistemological framework, (79)-(82) are

differentiated as follows:

(79) ----- perception
(80) ----- perception, inference
(81) ----- inference
(82) ----- hearsay, or report

3. Sentence-final forms in interrogative sentences

There are three sentence-final forms in Okinawan which

form yes-no questions. They are i, naa and gajaa. 9 The

following are Nohara's analysis and examples:

i: question

(83) ?uree ?jaasee i, kusa i nuu
this vegetable Q grass Q what

ga?
Q

'Is that a vegetable or grass or what?'

i: rhetorical question

(84) ?icunasa Ndi ?iiru munoo ninzjiguree i,
busy said though sleep Q

?ukitookanreesan.
had better stay up.

'It's so busy. How can you sleep? Stay up!'

naa: soft question (The degree of information-seeking
is higher in naa than in gajaa.)

(85) Hwizjuran maa ni kaman naa.
cold before eat Q

'Why don't you eat before it gets cold?'
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gajaa: indirect or euphemistic question

(86) ?ama Nkai ?usee ?uma gajaa, ?usi gajaa?
there stay+one horse Q cow Q

'I wonder 1L the one over there is a horse
or a cow.'

Since there are no other studies to my knowledge which have

dealt with the nature of these interrogative morphemes, it

seems beneficial to review the studies of their Japanese

equivalents. Nohara gives ka as the Japanese equivalent for

Okinawan i and naa; and kana for Okinawan gajaa. Martin

(1975) analyzes ka and kana as follows:

The particle ka makes a question. Most questions are
directed toward the listener, but some are self-directed
and some are rhetorical: Mata ka 'Not again?l' ••••• The
particle sequence ka ne [ne] is a softer way to ask a
question. It is also used when talking to yourself -
with others invited to eavesdrop, and in that event,
ne[ne] is usually replaced by na[na] ••••• (Martin 1975 :
923,934)

Martin further goes on to say that the particle sequence

kashira exists 011 the extension of kane, forming self-

directed questions •

•••• and the sequence kashira is tacked onto a sentence
that you wonder about yourself: sao kashira 'I wonder
about that'; Haze hitsuyoo na no kashira 'I wonder why
it is necessary.' Unlike kane which invites others to
listen in on your musings, you are really talking to
yourself with kashira. (Martin 1975 : 936)

In addition to Martin's analysis, it should be pointed out

that self-directed questions serve two epistemologically
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different purposes: information-seeking and mere wondering.

The former is the case when the speaker is making inquiry

into his own matters, and thus certainly possesses

sufficient information to answer the question. The latter

is the case when the speaker is making inquiry into others'

matters, and thus may not possess sufficient information to

answer the question. Therefore, his purpose of asking the

question does not necessarily lie in obtaining an definite

answer.

Lyons (1977) presents an analogy to these two purposes

of self-directed questions as follows:

•••• If Sherlock Holmes asks himself whether his visitor
is married or single, he does so with the expectation
and intention, after considering the evidence, of
answering the question which might be formulated, in an
utterance, as 'Is he married?' If Sherlock Holmes
merely wonders whether his visitor is married, he poses
the same question, but he does not necessarily expect
to be able to answer it. [Lyons 1977: 756]

Nohara's comparison of the Okinawan sentence-final forms

to Japanese and Martin's analysis of the Japanese equivalents

together yield a hypothesis that Okinawan i and naa form

questions addressed to the addressee while qajaa forms

questions addressed to the speaker himself. To recapitulate,

when asking questions by i and naa, it is the addressee's

knowledge at issue, whereas it is the speaker's knowledge at

issue when asking questions with gajaa. Further, it was

added that qajaa has two functions, namely information-
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seeking and mere wondering. Recall that the speaker's

feelings or sensations fall in the realm of his knowledge but

not in the realm of the addressee's knowledge. Therefore,

when the speaker's feelings or sensations are in question, it

is the speaker, but not the addressee who is entitled to

answer the questions. That is, these two kinds of

interrogative morphemes question different propositions in

epistemological nature. Therefore, it is expected that there

will be differences as to the compatibility of adjectives of

feelings and sensations or Okinawan verbal suffixes with

these two interrogative morphemes.

Adjectives of feelings and sensation

interrogative sentence-final forms

contrast in the

with which they

cooccur. Our hypothesis is validated by the fact that it

explains this contrasting distribution in a consistent

manner.

(87) * sikaraasa mi?10Wannee nama
I now lonely

'Am I lonely now?'

(88) ?jaa ja nama sikaraasa mi?
you

'Are you lonely now?'

(89) Wannee nama sikaraasa gajaa?

'I wonder if I'In lonely. ,

(90) * . ja nama sikaraasa gajaa??Jaa

'I wonder if you are lonely. ,
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It was argued previously that an form parallels adjectives of

feelings and sensation epistemologically by requiring the

speaker to be the experiencer of the states or the actions in

declarative sentences. Therefore, it is expected that the an

form makes the same distribution as to i and gajaa

interrogatives.

(91 ) *Wannee cinuu
I yesterday

sj u mu9i judii?ll
book read

'Did I read a book yesterday?'

(92) ?jaa ja cinuu sjumu9i judii?
you

'Did you read the book yesterday?'

(93) Wannee cinuu sjumu9i 'juda gajaa?
I

'I wonder if I read the book yesterday.'

(94) *?jaa ja cinuu sjumu1i 'juda gajaa.

'I wonder if you read the book yesterday.'

As our assumption regarding the epistemological nature

of the two interrogative f o r ms predicts, third per ao n

subjects are not compatible with i questions concerning their

feelings or sensation because it is impossible for the

addressee to have definite knowledge about the third person's

feelings.

(95 ) *?aree sikaraasa mi?
he lonely

'Is he lonely?'
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Contrary to i questions, third person subjects are

compatible with gajaa questions as seen in the following

example:

(96) ?aree sikaraasa gajaa?

'I wonder if he is lonely.'

It is because the gajaa question here is addressed not for

information-seeking, but for mere wondering. Therefore, the

speaker is not required to possess knowledge about the

propositions in question. Thus, it is not necessary for him

to be an experiencer.

3. Emphatic sentences

In Old Japanese, kakari musubi was prevalent. It is a

special way of ending a sentence with kakari joshi

'correlative particle' in the middle of the sentence which

triggers the adnominal conjugational form of a verb at the

end of the sentence. In traditional grammar, those kakari

joshi are analyzed as serving to add emphasis. Okinawan

keeps kakari musubi as a residue of the pre-separation time

of Okinawan and Old Japanese. Since kakari joshi

'correlative particle' is located not at the end, but in the

middle of the sentence, it may appear inappropriate to

discuss them in this chapter. Nevertheless, they are

discussed here since they indicate certain moods just as

sentence-final forms do.
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Nohara, following Kinjo, characterizes kakari joshi du

as adding emphasis to a statement.

(97) ?ari Nkai tanumee kaci du suru.
he ask write

'He would certainly write it if you ask him to
do so.'

Nohara and Kinjo are correct in characterizing du as adding

emphasis. However, they did not further delve into

clarifying the significance of it in the structure of the

language.

It seems that kakari musubi resembles VP preposing in

transformational grammar in that both elements, kakari joshi

and VP, are preposed, 12 thereby creating emphasis. Hooper

(1975) and Hooper and Thompson (1973) claim that root

transformation including VP preposing produce emphasis, and

emphatic statements must be assertion. By "assertion", they

mean a declarative proposition or a claim to truth. As

supporting evidence fur their claim, they point out the

incompatibility of VP preposing with non-assertive verbs.

(98) is grammatical because the verb said is assertive while

(99) is not grammatical because the verb sorry is not

assertive.

(98) Wendy said she opened the ~indow and in flew Peter
Pan.

(99) *Wendy was sorry that she opened
flew Peter pan.
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Hooper and Thompson's claim that emphatic statements are

assertive is intGresting for the analysis of the unique

semantic nature of kakari musubi in Okinawan. With kakari

musubi, it is possible to make a claim about another person's

inner consciousness which is not norma lly possible to

perceive. Further, a statement wi th kakari musubi can

produce the connotation that the statement is strongly

asserted with emphatic force.

(100) Wan jaka ?jaa ga du sikaraasaru.
I than you lonely

'You are lonelier than I am!'

Ka..'tari musubi also broadens the usage of the an form which

otherwise requires the speaker to be an experiencer, allowing

the cooccurrence wi th second and third person subject,s ,

Thus, the following becomes possible.

(101) ?ari ga du wataru, wannee wara-N-tan.
he broke I break-not-past

'It's he who broke it, not I.'

Nohara considers Okinawan kakari joshi du to be

comparable to kakari joshi zo of Old Japanese. Okamura

(1969) considers zo to be comparable to da or noda of

Present-day Japanese. It is interesting that MCGloin and

Teraoka (1978) and Tsubomoto (1981) characterize no desu(no

da) as indicating the speaker's assertion. In order to

support their hypothesis, McGloin and Teraoka point out the
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incompatibility of no desu with restrictive because-clauses

whose main clauses are claimed to be presupposed by Hooper

and Thompson (1973). The reason adverbial clause in (102)

is non-restrictive whereas the one in (103) is restrictive,

thus resulting in ungrammaticalily.

(102) Kinoo Ginza e itta n desu(=no desu) kara
yesterday to go because

kyoo wa ikanai deshoo.
today go-not presumptuous

'Because she went to Ginza yesterday, she will not
be going today.'

(103) *Kinoo Ginza e itta n desu kara, totemo
very

tsukaremashita.
was tired

'Because I went to Ginza yesterday, I got
very tired.'

MCGloin and Teraoka also provide the following example to

support their hypothesis of no desu as designating the

speaker's subjective and emphatic assertion. They say:

In (a), the speaker considers 'going to the department
store' a very logical reason for asking money. In (b),
on the other hand, it is felt that the speaker feels the
necessity to strongly assert the reason. Perhaps, the
addressee does not give money to the speaker usually,
and the speaker feels the necessity to strongly assert
the reason.... In (b), the reason is not considered
logical or natural, but subjective..... [McGloin and
Teraoka 1978: 290]

(104) Depaato e iku
go

(a) kara 1
l (b) n da kara )

okane kudasai.
money give

'Please give me some money, because I am going to
the department store.'
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It is interesting that the characterization of no desu as the

speaker's sUbjective and emphatic assertion by McGloin and

Teraoka seems also applicable to the semantic nature of du of

Okinawan claimed in this section.

5. Summary

In this chapter, several sentence-final forms in

Okinawan are examined in the light of epistemology,

especially with regard to how information source affects the

choice of sentence final forms.

First, sentence-final forms appended to declarative

sentences were examined. It was argued that the difference

between saa and doo on the one hand, and sa, tee and joo on

the other hand, is that the former group is appended to

propositional information that involves perception as its

source, whereas the latter group is appended to propositional

information which is acquired solely through inference. Ndi,

a declarative sentence-final form, is characterized as being

appended to propositional information acquired through

hearsay or report.

Secondly, sentence-final forms which form interrogative

sentences were discussed. It was suggested that i and naa on

one hand, and gajaa on the other hand differ in terms of the

person to whom the question is addressed: the former group of

questions are addressed to the addressee, while the latter

group of questions are addressed to the speaker himself. It
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was shown that this difference is suggestive in order to

explain the contrasting distribution of adjectives of

feelings and the verbal suffixes an and utan with regard to

first and second person subjects in both types of questions.

Finally, kakari joshi du was touched upon for its

resemblance with emphatic root transformation in English as

well as no desu of present-day Japanese, both of which were

characterized as emphatic assertives in the literature. It

was argued that this emphatic and assertive nature of kakari

joshi du of Okinawan makes it possible to obliterate the ego

and non-ego distinction associated with adjectives of

feelings and the verbal suffixes, an and utan.
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Footnotes to Chapter IV

1. Nohara's descriptive work is based on the Naha dialect
and Uemura's work is on the Shuri dialect, the standard
dialect of Okinawan. However, since both dialects are
adjacent to each other geographically and considered to be
similar grammatically with little phonological difference, we
will regard his data as valid for the Shuri dialect. In
Nohara's data, /r/ is replaced by /d/ to conform to the
phonological system of the Shuri dialect.

2. I am not acquainted with the usage of the particle mun
as a sentence-final particle. ,i is commonly used as a
particle marking an instrumental case as in Nohara's example
below.

Hudi Q~i ga kacara, tii Nkai sumi nu cicoon.
brush with wrote hand ink wear

'I wonder if he was writing with ink. He has ink on
his hand.'

3. Sawada (1975) divides sentence-final elements, that is
auxiliaries and sentence-final particles, into three
categories: propositional includes auxiliaries (i.e. nai
'not', ta 'past tense') which strictly fall within
propositional content, thereby not expressing the speaker's
judgment towards. the proposition; episternic includes those
auxiliaries (i.e. daroo 'probably will') which express the
speaker's judgment about the proposition; performative
includes sentence-final particles (i.e. ne 'tag question')
which have some effect on the addressee. In Okinawan,
propositional and performative elements parallel those of
Japanese, but epistemic auxiliaries do not parallel
straightforwardly. It seems that een of affirmative past or
the non-auxiliary hazji may be good candidates for Okinawan
equivalents of Japanese epistemologic models.

4. The particle doo requires further comment. It may
follow the sentence-final form Ndi (which indicates
propositional information to be acquired through hearsay or
inference), and hazji (which indicates propositional
information to be inferential). This thesis is not concerned
the above cases, but only cases when doc is appended to
propositional auxiliaries to parallel other sentence-final
forms discussed in this chapter.

5. n in n roo, n tee and n joo is part of the inflection of
the verb.
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6. When the particles sa, tee and joo are appended to a
sentence with 1st person sUbjects, they produce a different
semantic effect, that is they express dispute or scornfulness
towards the addressee.

?jaa ga ?iiru gutu, wannee hiisa (sa/n teeln joo).
you said as I cold

'I'm cold if you say so. (All right, I'll wear
more clothes.)'

Okinawan sa resembles Japanese sa in the above sense and also
creates a negative feeling towards the addressee. Uyeno
states:

The sentence particle sa implies an insistence on the
obviousness of the matter expressed. The effect wit~ an
ordinary statement is that it is a matter of course
which may in turn yield an insulting or scornful
~ffect••••• [uyeno 1971 : 97J

This usage of the particles are not taken into consideration
for the grammaticality judgment in this thesis.

7. Ndi of Okinawan shows an exact parallel to to of
Japanese when it is used as a conjunctive particle for direct
and indirect quotations. Kamata (1983) notes an interesting
phenomenon with regard to adj ectives of fee lings and
sensation in direct and indirect quotations. As discussed
in Chapter 1, adjectives of feelings and sensation do not
normally cooccur with second and third person subjects.
When they do cooccur with those subjects, gatte iru 'look(s)
like' has to be added to the adjectives. Kamata claims that
in indirect quotations, it is first person subjects which
take gatte iru when combined with those adjectives as
opposed to declarative sentences. Thus, Mr. Nakamura, after
overhearing Taro's mentioning of (i) to Hanako, tells someone
else as (iia) with gatte iru form, not with plain adjectives
as (iib).

(i) Nakamura-kun wa kanashigatte iru yo.
sad

'Mr. Nakamura looks sad.'

(ii) Senjitsu mimi ni shitan dakedo, Taro ga Hanako ni,
the other day overheard

a. *watashi ga kanashii to itte itanda yo.
I Quo said

b. watashi ga kanashigatte iru to itte itanda yo.
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a. 'The other day, I overheard Taro saying to Hanako
that I am sad.' .

b. 'The other day, I overheard Taro saying to Hanako
that I look sad.'

He points out that the utterance outside of the quotation was
delivered from the point of view of the speaker, that is, Mr.
Nakamura, whereas the utterance within the quotation was
delivered from the point of view of Taro. The same principle
holds true with Okinawan adjectives and verbal suffixes:

(iii) Kuneeda cicaru kutu ja l1 i ga , Taro nu Hanako Nkai,
the other day overheard

* nacikasa Ndi ?icootan.a. wannee ta
I sad past Quo said

b. wannee nacikasa gisa ta Ndi ?icootan.

a: 'The other day, I overheard Taro saying to Hanako
that I am sad.'

b: 'The other day, I overheard Taro saying to Hanako
that I look sad.'

(iv) Taro ga Hanako Nkai wannee cinuu rikisi
to I yesterday history

a. *'judan Ndi icootan.
read Quo said

b. I Jumutan Ndi icootan.

nu hun
book

'Taro was saying to Hanako that I was reading the
history book yesterday.'

8. The difference between 500 da in (74) and soo da in (75)
is that the former is appended to an attributive verb form
whereas the latter is to an adnominal verb form.

9. ga, which forms Wh-interrogative sentences is not
discussed here. It seems that the usage of ga follows that
of i and naa.

10. mi is an allomorph of i used with adjectives and- some
verbs.

11. Past interrogative forms of 'jumun 'to read' are 'judii
(an form) and 'jumutii (utan form) respectively.
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12. Oono (1955) claims that kakari joshi was originally
placed at the end of the sentence just as other sentence
final particles, but moved in front of the verb. As a result
the original rentai kei 'adnominal verb form', but not shushi
kei 'finite verb form' remains at the end of the sentence.
His hypothesis is supported by the following examples:

(v) Yama nomi ni furi shi
mountain only fall factive past

yuxi
snow

ZOo
kakari joshi

'Only on the mountain, the snow fell!'

(vi) Takamatsu no yama no ki goto ni yuki zo
mountain tree each snow kakari

furi taru.
fall past adnominal ~

'On each tree on the mountain in Takamatsu,
the snow fell!'
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Chapter V

Complementation

1. Introduction

In the previous chapters, it was argued that the

epistemological framework is useful in explaining the systems

of verbal suffixes and sentence-final forms in Okinawan. In

this chapter, it will be shown how the epistemological

framework can also be used to explain complementizer choice

for subject and object complements in Okinawan.

Since complementation in Okinawan is still an

unexplored area, existing work on Japanese complementation

wi 11 first be reviewed. Then, based on Josephs I and

MaCawley I s theories of Japanese complementation,

complementizers in Okinawan will be examined, and it will be

shown that revisions of their theories are necessary for

Okinawan. Finally, the epistemological framework developed

in this thesis will be applied to account for the Okinawan

complementation.

2. Review of previous studies on Japanese complementation

Kuno (1973) is an attempt to explain the distribution of

the Japanese complementizers such as no, koto and to on

semantic grounds, incorporating the notion of factivity

first introduced by Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970). The
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Kiparskys differentiate between factive and non-factive

predicates, claiming that the former, but not the latter,

presupposes an embedded proposition to be true. 1 Kuno

concludes that the difference between no and koto, on one

hand, and to, on the other hand, is such that the former

takes factive predicates whereas the latter takes non-factive

or counter-factive predicates which always assume the

embedded proposition to be false. Further, he clarifies the

difference between no and koto by saying that the former

takes a concrete proposition while the latter takes an

abstract one.

Agreeing with Kuno's analysis as to the difference

between no and koto, on ona hand, and to, on the other,

Josephs (1976) studies predicates cooccurring with the

complementizers no and koto more extensively, attempting to

clarify the inherent semantic features of these two

complementizers. He assigns semantic features [+direct] and

[+indirect] to no and koto respectively. Further, he claims

that such semantic features are inherent to predicates as

we11: verbs of sense perception, discovery, he lping , and

stopping are assigned [+direct]; verbs of ordering, request,

proposal and advice are [+indirect]; and verbs of prevention

and expectation are both [+direct] and [+indirect]. He views

the distribution of no and koto as being determined by a

principle of semantic compatibility which states that
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cooccurring cornplementizers and predicates must have matching

features.

In contrast to Kuno and Josephs' approach to

complementizer choice, Inoue (1974) claims that the

complementizers, to, koto, toyuukoto, no and toyuuno do not

have specific meaning and can be transformationa lly

introduced. In her framework, complernentizable predicates

are marked with the following features in their semantic

descriptions that specify their complement types:

[+Communicative]: to verbals of verbal
production

(iu 'to say')

verbals of mental
production

(omou 'to think')

[+Impression]:

[+True]:

[+Truth Value] :

[+Emotive]:

to verbals of propriety
(asahakada 'thoughtless')

toyuukoto (hontooda)

toyuuno (hontooda)

no

[+Cognitive]:

toyuuno /

no
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+indicative J
+opinion

verbals of forte 2
(hetada 'bad at')
verbals of liking
(sukida 'like I)
verbals of emotional

reaction
(akirameru Ito give up')

verbals of speed
(osoi 'slow')
verbals of perception
(miru 'to look at')



[+Momentary]:

[+Will] :

[+Easiness]:

no

koto

itoto

verbals of planned stopping
(booshisuru Ito prevent ')
verbals of forte
(hetada 'bad at l

)

verbals of success
(seikoosuru Ito succeed)

verbals of planned stopping
(booshisuru Ito prevent)
verbals of forte
(joozu da Igood at I)
verbals of success
(seikoosuru Ito succeed ')

verbals of planned stopping
verbals of forte
verbals of liking
verbals of success
verbals of emotional

reaction

[-Negative Value]: koto verbals of emotional
reaction

[+Negative Value]: (toyuu)koto
verbals of cognition
(hakkensuru Ito discover l

)

verbals of emotional
reaction

(awaremu Ito pity')

[-Emotive]: (toyuujkoto

[-Momentary]: (toyuu)koto

Taking an approach quite different from Kuno and

Josephs, Akatsuka-McCawley (1978) attempts to find a solution

to the problem or Japanese complementizer choice in

epistemology. She emphasizes the notion of the speaker IS

commitment to the truth of the embedded proposition as the

important factor for the complementizer choice. According to

her, how propositional information is acquired correlates to

the degree of the speaker IS commitment to the truth of the

proposition. 3 She suggests the following hierarchy:
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truth

+ Ego's knowledge acquired through his
sensory experiences

Ego's knowledge acquired through purely
logical reasoning

Ego's knowledge acquired via someone
else's knowledge

She claims that the three complementizers, no, koto and to

represent the various degrees of commitment the speaker makes

to the truth of proposition, from the highest commitment

represented by no, through the intermediate level represented

by koto and to the least commitment represented by to.

With verbs of knowledge in Japanese, she notes the

following two points which

English verbs of knowledge.

cannot easily be expressed with

First, the Japanese verbs of

knowledge denote precisely the process

propositional information was acquired.

through which the

More specifically,

they indicate whether the process is one of "Ego's becoming

aware of the existence of something inside himself, 'i or of

"Ego's acquiring a piece of 'new information' through an

external source." She refers to verbs which take the former

process as "verbs of internalized knowledge," and verbs which

take the latter process as "verbs of intellectual knowledge."

Examples of the two classes of verbs are:

Verbs of internalized knowledge:
wakaru 'to understand, realize, come to the

realization'
satoru 'to realize, come to the realization.'
kigatsuku 'to realize, come to the realization'
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Verbs of intellectual knowledge:
manabu 'to learn, ~~ taught'
narau 'to learn, be taught'
osowaru 'to learn, be taught'
kiku 'to hear'

She claims that verbs of internalized knowledge are more

likely to take no while verbs of intellectual knowledge are

more likely to take koto.

Second, verbs of knowledge distinguish so-called real

knowledge from "sudden realization" by the use of no or koto

for the former as in (105a), and to for the latter case as in

(105b).

(105) a. RUbinstein ga mekura ni nakikakete iru
blind is going to

*(no o/koto 0/ to) shitte imasu ka?
know

'Do you know that Rubinstein is going blind?'

b. Maa, hontoo desu ka? lie, ano kata ga mekura
Oh! true is that person blind

ni narikakete iru (to/*no/*koto) wa ima no
is going to

ima made shirimasen deshita.
not know past

'Oh, Is it true? No, up until now, I didn't
know that he is going blind.'

Tsubomoto (19 81 ) examines no, which forms what Kuroda

(1975, 76) calls pivot-independent relatives as below:
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(106) Taroo wa [ringo ga sara no ue ni aru] no 0 totta.
apple plate on be picked up

'Taro picked up an apple (which) was on a plate.'

He claims that the no in (106) serves as a situational

backdrop of the event of the matrix sentence. Further he

concludes that this semantic characteristic of no in (106)

relates to Josephs' analysis of the complementizer no as

indicating "directly perceived simul taneously occurring

events," and also to Akatsuka-McCawley's analysis of the

complementizer no as "egocentric-coloring."

3. Okinawan complementizers

There are three main complementizers in Okinawan,

namely, si, Ndisi, and Ndi as shown in the following

examples:

(107)

(108)

0: Wannee ?ari ga gaQkoo Nkai ?ichu ~i Ncan.
I he school go saw

J: Watashi wa kare ga gakkoo e iku no o mita.
I he school go saw

, I saw him going to school. ,

0: GaQkoo Nzji cicee cikjuu nu maai maatoo
school at moon earth around go around

Ndiri naratan.
learned

J: Gakko de tsuki wa chikyuu no mawari 0 mawatte
school at moon earth around go around

iru koto 0 naratta.
learned

II learned at school that the moon goes
around the earth.'
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(109) 0: ?aree cuu ja ciburu nu jamu Ndi ?iitan.
he today head hurt said

J: Ano hito wa kyoo wa atama ga itai to itteita.
he today head hurt said

'He said he had a headache today. ,

kutu, a historically related Okinawan form corresponding to

the Japanese complementizer koto is also a promising

candidate for an Okinawan complementizer. However, it is

debatable whether it is fair to give kutu the same status as

the other complementizers because its usage is very limited,

namely to what Martin (1975) calls "an ordinary (though

usually modified) noun 'facts' (about) , 'matter'

(regarding) ." Examples are cited below from Martin and the

Okinawan equivalents are also given:

(110) J: Hontoo no koto 0 itte kure.
real story tell

0: Huntoo nu kutu ici kwiree.
real story tell

(Tell the real story; Tell the truth)

(111) J: Sensei no koto desu ga •••
teacher matter

0: Sinsii nu kutu jaibii siga•••
teacher matter

'It's a (matter) regarding the teacher ••• '

When a sentence is adnominalized with that kato, the sentence

is usually treated as a quotation:
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(112) J: Okyaku-san ga mieta to iu koto da.
guest has arrived

0: ?ucaku nu mensoocoo ndi juru kutu jan.
guest has arrived

'It's (about the fact) that guests
have arrived.'

Because of this limitation, the Okinawan kutu has not been

included in the present study.

Going back to examples (107)-(109), we see a

correspondence between Okinawan and Japanese complementizers

as follows:

no -------- !?i
koto ------ Ndi~i

to -------- Ndi

However, there are more complications than the above simple

correspondence would suggest: discrepancies between the two

systems will be examined in the next section.

4. A comparison of Japanese and Okinawan complementizers

In this section, Japanese and Okinawan are compared

using Josephs' and Akatsuka-McCawley's classifications of

verbs to clarify the domains of each complementizer in the

two languages. The analysis will show that Okinawan is more

sensitive to epistemology, and therefore, that the

epistemological framework is a highly suitable one for the

complementizer system of the language.
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4.1. Verbs of sense perception, discovery, helping and
stopping

Josephs (1976) categorizes the above four groups of

verbs as non-presuppositional predicates which share his

feature [+directl, that is, "they involve actions in which

the subject directly perceives or directly responds to a

simultaneously occurring or imminent event (or occasionally,

state)."

It should be noted that Josephs' definition of the

feature [+directl is reminiscent of a source of information

type in the epistemological framework (that is, perception).

With verbs of sense perception and discovery, it is apparent

that the propositional information was acquired through

perception. Verbs of helping and stopping are explained in

the following way: if the speaker is the subject, it is

natural that he is perceiving both external and internal

stimuli as an agent of an action of helping and stopping;

even if the speaker is not the subject, he still obtains

external stimuli as an observer of an action, thus, he is

acquiring information through perception.

The Japanese complementizer choice for t~is class of

verbs is no and the Okinawan complementizer choice is si.

Thus, the initial correspondence we set up holds well here.

Examples are given below:
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(113) J: Watashi wa Taro ga uta 0 utau no 0 kiita.
I songs sing heard

0: Wannee Taro nu ?uta ?utai fi cican.
I songs sing heard

'I heard Taro singing songs.'

(114) J: Watashi wa kare ga sooji 0 suru no 0
I he clean

tetsudatta.
helped

0: Wannee ?ari ga soozji su fi tiganeesan.
I he clean helped

'I helped him clean up.'

(115) J: Watashi wa kodomotachi ga tabako sutteiru no 0
!' children cigars be smoking

o tometa.
stopped

0: Wannee warabaataa nu tabaku numu ~i

I children cigars be smoking

tumitan.
stopped

'I stopped the children from smoking.'

Since verbs of this group imply that propositional

information of the embedded sentence is acquired through

perception, we may characterize both no and ~i as being used

with propositional information acquired through perception in

the epistemological framework.

4.2. Factive predicates of mental activity

This class includes verbs of deduction, thinking4, and

learning which take the complementizer koto exclusively, and
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verbs of understanding and realization, which take both no

and koto, resulting in some difference in meaning. Josephs

a s s Lqn . [+indirect] to the former group of verbs which

"impose upon the embedded proposition ~he connotation of

'abstract concept' •••• [the ideas of] which can be manipulated

in the mind but not perceived by the senses." [Joseph: 339]

He assigns [+indirect] to the latter group if the embedded

proposition is achieved "through deliberation, inference, or

any type of mental process that takes place over a period of

time, II and [+direct] if "it comes to one immediately upon

exposure to the stimulus: deliberation, thinking and so on

are not necessary, and instead understanding is achieved

through intuition (a kind of sixth sense)." [Joseph: 340]

As mentioned earlier, Akatsuka-McCawley accounts for

the difference between verbs of learning, on one hand, and

verbs of understanding, on the other hand as follows: verbs

of learning take an embedded proposition which is acquired

through someone else: verbs of understanding take a

proposition which is acquired through his own deliberation or

inference. Though she did not mention specifically which

group verbs of deduction or thinking fall in, it seems

reasonable to assume that they are categorized together with

verbs of understanding because there is no doubt they were

acquired internally through one's own deliberation and

inference.
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The Japanese complementizer choice for verbs of learning

is koto and the Okinawan counterpart is Ndi~i as witnessed in

the following exampl~s:

(108) J: Gakkoo de tsuki wa chikyuu no mawari 0 mawatte
at school moon earth around go

iru koto 0 naratta.
learned

0: GaQkoo Nzji cicee cikjuu nu maai maatoo Ndisi
at school moon earth around go

naratan.
learned

'I learned at school that the moon goes around
the earth.'

(116) J: Yamada-san kara ano hon-ya ga tsubure soo na
Mr. Yamada from that bookstore go bankrupt

koto kiita.
learned

0: Yamada-san kara ?anu hun-jaa ja tooriigisa
Mr. Yamada from that bookstore go bankrupt

Ndisi cican.
learned

'I learned from Mr. Yamada that that store is
going bankrupt.'

The complementizer choice for verbs of understanding and

realization is no and koto in Japanese and, similarly, ~i and

Ndi~i in Okinawan. Josephs attributes the difference between

no and koto to the time pericd the mental process was taking.

More specifically, whether the proposition is achieved as a

result of long deliberation, or is achieved immediately

after "the exposure to the stimulus." He gives the following

example.
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Yoku kangaeru to jibun ga machigaeta(117) J:

well think

ga wakatta.
understood

myself erred

koto

*no

'When I thought about it carefully, I
realized that I had made a mistake.'

Akatsuka-McCawley regards no and koto as occurring with

verbs of understanding and realization to be

epistemologically different. That is, no designates

propositional information acquired internally, whereas koto

designates propositional information acquired from external

sources. Observe her examples:

(118) J: Otoosan ga omae no koto 0 konna ni shimpai
Father your matter this much worried

*shite yatte iru (no / koto) ga mada omae ni wa
yet you

wakaran no ka?
realize-not Q

'Can't you see that I, your father, am this
worried about you?'

(119) J: Minasan-gata ga ornae no koto 0 anna ni
everybody your matter that much

shimpai shite kudasatte iru (no / koto) ga
worried

mada omae ni wa wakaran no ka?
yet you to not understand Q

'Can't you understand yet that other people
are concerned that much about you?'
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Josephs' and Akatsuka-McCawley' s accounts are not

completely contradictory, but rather in some aspects

complement each other. If the speaker's own feeling is at

issue as in (118), it should come to him instantly and

intuitively. On the other hand, if someone else's feelings

are at issue as in (119), it must take some time for the

speaker to realize the other's feelings and talk about it.

Let us now discuss complementizer choice in Okinawan

with verbs of understanding and realization. If the mental

process of understanding is based on immediately perceivable

facts, then the complementizer choice is si, while if the
I

mental process involves deliberation or inference over some

time period, and/or if the mental process is inspired by

general ideas or what someone said, then the complementizer

choice is Ndi~i.

(120) 0: Tai narabee, wan ga takasa ~i nu juu
two together I tall weI I

wakai ra jaa.
understand

'You can see better that I am taller if we
stand back to back together.'

(121) 0: Wan ga ?jaa kutu kuQsa shiwa soo ~i nu
I you matter this worried

wakaran naa?
understand-not

'Can't you see that I am this worried
about you?'
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(122) 0: Taagana ga iQci cuu ~i Nkai kiicici,
someone corne in realizing

wannee mll samitan.
I woke up

'Realizing someone corning in, I woke up.'

(123) 0: Hirati Nca kutu, ?anu ?coo jiiQcu jan Ndi~i

associated since that person good person

juu wakatan.
well understand

'After associating with him, I understood he is
a very good person.'

(124) 0: Jeigoo mucikasa Ndi9i nu juu wakatan.
English difficult well understand

'I understand very well that English is
difficul t. '

Verbs of deduction, which Aka tsuka-McCawley wou ld

probably classify together with verbs of understanding and

realization, and which Josephs classifies together with verbs

of learning, take koto in Japanese and Ndi~i in Okinawan.

(125) J: Sensei wa sugu watashi ga mado garasu 0
teacher right away I window

watta koto 0 iiateta.
broke inferred correctly

0: Sinsii ja
teacher

9igu wan ga garasu wata Ndiri
right away I glass broke

?iiatitan.
inferred correctly

'My teacher inferred correctly that I broke
the window.'
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To summarize, it has been shown that there were three

s i tua tions tha t the combina tion of verb types and

complementizers in Okinawan yields: 1) verbs of

understanding, when the propos i tion is acquired

instantaneously after observing facts (illustrated in (120)

as Josephs pointed out, or perceiving feelings and stimuli as

pointed out by Akatsuka-McCawley ((121) and (122», take the

complementizer ~i; 2) verbs of understanding, when the

proposition is a product of deliberation, or thinking over

some period of time as in (123), and/or when the

proposition is inspired by a general idea, (such as that

English is difficult as in (124» take Ndi;;i; 3) verbs of

learning involve some deliberation, i.e. thinking as well as

acquisition of information from good, reliable, external

sources and the complementizer choice is Ndi~i as in (108)

and (116). In the epistemological framework, the above three

cases can be characterized as:

verbs of understanding
verbs of understanding
verbs of learning

~i
Ndi~i
Ndisi

1

perception
inference
inference, report

4.3. Factive verbs of emotional response

This class includes verbs of emotional response,

including surprise, shock, fright, annoyance, and

embarrassment. Josephs claims that if a verb of this class

is in the past tense, " it represents an instan t.aneous

reaction to a directly experienced event; therefore, the

accompanying embedded sentence must be nominalized with no."
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On the other hand, if a verb is in the present tense, the

embedded sentence can be nominalized with koto since it

doesn't involve immediate reaction to a stimulus.

are borrowed from him:

Examples

Kare ga biiru 0 juppon mo nonda
(126)

J:

he beer ten bottles drank

ni wa odoroita.
was shocked

'I was shocked by his having drunk all of
ten beers. I

(127)
J: Hanako-san ga okurete kuru

come late

gaman dekimasen.
can't stand

?·no
wa

II can't stand Hanako's always coming late.'

Contrary to Josephs' analysis of Japanese which claims

that the tense of a matrix verr,.!s. crucial_.~n deciding t};l.e;

complementizer in Japanese, in Okinawan it is the tense of

the embedded verb which is more relevant in the

complementizer choice. If the embedded verb is in the past

tense, there are two choices of complementizer: if the

speaker perceived the event, then the complementizer is ~i as

expected; if the speaker acquired the propositional

information from a good, reliable, external source, then the

complementizer choice is Ndi~i.
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(128) t" ~i )?ari ga biiru zjuQpon numuta
b. Ndisi

he beer ten bottles drank

Nkai ja ?udurucan.
was shocked

a: 'I was shocked by his having drunk ten
bottles of beer.'

b: 'I was shocked by hearing that he drank
ten bottles of beer.'

(129)
?aree wan ga ?ari ga kutu ?ufusoo Ndi ?ica [Si )
he I he fool said Ndisi)

Nkai ?iQpee wazjiwazjii sooru fuuzji.
to very angry seems

'He seems to be very angry about my saying that
he is a fool.'

If the embedded verb is in present tense, both si and

Ndi)d can occur, representing the different nature of the

information. If ;;i is chosen in (130), -the embedded

proposition must be understood as something the speaker

experienced. On the other hand, if Ndi~i is chosen, it is

something the speaker acquired from a reliable source. In

(131), =7i also denotes a proposition acquired through the

speaker's e )~rience as that of (130). However, Ndisi in
)

(131) denotes a proposition not only acquired secondly, but

also generalized by the speaker.
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(130) Hanakoo nu caa kwai Nkai ?ukuriti cuu
always meeting late corne

fi ~

Ndisi)
)

Nkai ja gaman naran.
can't stand.

a. 'I can't stand Hanako's always corning late
to meetings.'

b. 'I can't stand Hanako's always corning late
to meetings, which I heard from someone.'

(131) ( a. ~i \?uja Nkai nuraarii ja ?uturusan.
b. Ndifi

parents scolded scary

a. 'To be scolded by my parents is scary.'
b. 'To be scolded by one's parents is scary.'

In the epistemological framework, the propositional

information that the speaker acquired through his experience,

as in (130a) and (131a), is characterized as perception,

whereas the information expressed in (130b) is classified as

report, and (131b) as inference and report because the

speaker's process of generalization is that of inference.

Therefore, with verbs of emotional response, the

correspondence between Okinawan complementizers and source of

information can be summarized as below:

perception

Ndisi ------------ inference, report
)

4.4. Non-factive and counter factive predicates

This class consists of non-factive verbs and counter-

factive verbs which take to in Japanese as their
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complernentizer. Non-factive . verbs are those in which the

truth of the ~roposition does not hold if the verbs is

negated. Japanese examples of non-factive verbs are iu 'to

say,' omou 'to think,' and sbinjiru 'to believe.' Counter-

factive verbs are those which always assume the proposition

to be false. Examples of coun ter-factive verbs • paare

kanchigai suru 'to guess wrong,' and hayagatten suru 'to jump

to a wrong conclusion.'

Inoue (1974) , who agrees with Josephs as to the

complementizer choice of the types of verbs mentioned above

classifies the same verbs rather differently, as follows:

a. verbs jf verbal production:

iu 'to say'
uwasa suru 'to rumor'
tsutaeru 'to report'
sbinjiru 'to believe'

b. verbs of mental production:

omou 'to think'
kanchigai suru 'to guess wrong'
hayagatten suru 'to form a hasty conclusion'

Further, she

communication.

unifies both verb types as verbs of

Inoue's characterization as verbals of communication is

interesting from the epistemological point of view. It is

indeed true that the embedded propositional information the

above-mentioned verbs carry is transmitted by means of

communication: the case of verbs of verbal production is
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clear and verbs of mental production can be explained by

noting that the speaker can know what is happening in other's

mind only by means of communication. 5

As predicted by the epistemological framework, verbs of

this class take propositional information labeled as report

or hearsay.

The Okinawan complementizer choice for this class of

verbs is Ndi as seen in the following examples:

(132) J: Kare wa ashita tazunete iku to itteita kedo
he tomorrow visit said though

ki-soo mo nai.
come-possibly not

0: ?aree
him

acaa cuu Ndi ?iita
tomorrow visit said

~iga
though

?ciigisaan neen.
possibly come not

'Though he said he would visit me, it
doesn't seem he can come.'

(133) J: Hanako wa jibun wa bijin da to omotteiru.
self pretty is thinking

0: Hanakoo ja ruu ja curakaagii Ndi ?umutoon.
self pretty is thinking

'Hanako thinks she is pretty.'

In the epistemological framework, Ndi is said to be

appended to propositional information acquired through

hearsay and report.
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4.5. Futuritive predicates

This class includes futuritive verbs, to use Josephs'

term. They are idiosyncratic in the sense that "their object

complements obligatorily contain the present tense marker in

the meaning of future time and optionally include future

tense adverbials." [Josephs 1976: 332-333] The verbs

included in this class are verbs of ordering, requesting,

prevention and expeccat.Lcn , According to Josephs, all of

these verbs share the feature [+indirect], which refers to an

abstractly perceived nonsimultaneous event. Therefore, all

the verbs allow the complementizer koto. In addition to the

feature [+indirect], the latter two verbs, prevention and

expectation are also compatible with the feature [+direct],

which refers to a "directly perceived simultaneously

occurring event." Therefore, the latter two verbs also allow

the complementizer no.

What is puzzling about Josephs' analysis is the

compatibility of the feature [+dire::t] with the futuritive

connotation these verbs impose on the proposition. Josephs

explanation of the contradiction is as follows:

Al though the verbs in this group invariably impose upon
the embedded proposition the connotation of 'future
event', they are 'noncommittal' with respect to such
factors as the likelihood of the event or its exact
point in time. For this reason, they are compatible
with either S no or S koto, with the following meaning
difference. When a verb of prevention cooccurs with
[direct] no ••••• the speaker has a strong conviction or
belief that the event is likely to occur in the very
near future. With [indirect] koto ••••• the speaker has a
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weaker conviction about the likelihood of the future
event, which is viewed as a relatively distant
occurrence against which precautions might be
considered. [Josephs 1976: 334-335]

Futuritive predicates of Okinawan also present problems

in the epistemological framework because they take si, even

though the embedded proposition is a future event, and

therefore not perceivable.

which ease the problems.

There are, however some factors

As ,Josephs notes, verbs of

ordering and requesting may take the complementizer yooni,

which is more preferable to my informant and me. Likewise,

with the Imperative verb form + Ndi, or gutu6, the Okinawan

equivalent for Japanese yooni is more preferable than si.

Previously we hypothesized that Ndi entails that the

propositional information be labeled as report or hearsay.

Therefore, it is quite reasonable to suppose that the

propositional information verbs of ordering take as

complements report or hearsay, since such complements can

follow the imperative verb form + Ndi.

(134) J: Watakushi wa Jiro ni kusa 0 karu yooni
I grass cut

iitsuketa.
ordered

0: Wannee Jiro Nkai kusa kadi Ndi ?ii9ikitan.
I grass cut ordered

'I ordered Jiro to cut the grass.'
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Verhs of requesting, which are also considered to take yooni,

preferably take gutu in Okinawan.

(135) J: Hanako wa Taro ni kaminoke 0 kiru yooni
hair cut

susumeta.
suggested

0: Hanakoo ja Taro nkai karazji ciiru gutu
hair cut

susumitan.
suggested

'Hanako suggested that Taro cut his hair.'

As in Japanese, Okinawan verbs of expectation and prevention

take si more readily as shown below. However, at this point,

I see no other course but to leave them as exceptions.

(136) J: Watashi wa kare ga kuru (no/koto) 0
I he come

rnatteiru.
am expecting

0: Wannee ?ari ga cuu
I he come

si kukurumaci soon.
am expecting

'I am expecting him to come.'

(137) J: Hanzai no okoru (no/koto) 0 fuseganeba naranai.
crimes happen prevent must

0: Hanzai nu ?ukii si fusiganee naran.
crimes happen prevent must

'We must prevent crimes from happening.'
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5. Summary

In the study of Japanese complementation, there are two

major approaches: the approach taken by Kuno and Josephs,

which utilizes semantic features of factivity or

concreteness (directness); and Akatsuka-McCawley's approach,

which calls attention to the source of information and its

correlated notion of the speaker's commitment to the truth of

the proposition.

Kuno's and Josephs' approach is such that to on one

hand, and no and kato on the other have no relationship to

each other. Akatsuka-McCawley' s approach is more plausible

since it conveys the idea that these three complementizers

are related, as parts of a continuum like a spectrum of the

rainbow.

In this chapter, the epistemological approach has been

shown to have an advantage over Kuno' s and Josephs' approach

in explaining the system of complementation in Okinawan. At

the same time, it was shown that Okinawan is more sensitive

to epistemology than Japanese.

Further, given Lee's abstraction hierarchy to which

sources of information were compared in chapter II, it

becomes clear that the epistemological approach is not

entirely different from her approach with the features

[concrete] and [abstract].
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Footnotes to Chapter V

1. Kuno and Josephs note that verbs with which no and koto
do not occur involve the presupposition that the embedded
proposition is true. They are verbs of sense perception,
discovery, helping, stopping, futuritive predicates, ability
(dekiru 'can') and preference (kirai da 'to dislike',
yoroshiku nai 'not preferable').

2. Verbals of forte include verbs indicating competency or
ability such as~

heta da 'bad at'
tokui da 'good at'
joozu da 'good at'
narete iru 'bad at'

3. Her term, "degree of truth value" is misleading because
traditionally truth value is a binary concept, either true
or false as pointed out by P. Lee (p.c.). Therefore, "the
speaker's commitment to the truth of proposition" is used
instead in this pap~r.

4. Verbs of thinking in Okinawan take kutu, not the
expected Ndi~i.

?uja nu ruu nu tami nakai hichee nkai ashi nzjachi
parents for my sake forehead sweat

hatarachooru kutu kangeeinee, ?unu zjin shimachi
are working thinking this money waste

nee chikajuusan.
cannot use

'Thinking about my parents working very hard,
I cannot waste this money.'

5. It is easy to see communicative factors in verbs of
verbal production if they are used with 2nd and 3rd person
subjects. However, it is hard to see the same factors if they
are used with 1st person subjects. At this point, I do not
know how to solve this problem.

6. gutu is not an allomorph of kutu. gutu is probably
rel~ted to Old Japanese gotoshi 'look like'. gutu functions
like an adverb together with a preceding element. Compared
to Imperative + Ndi, this can be used readily with verbs of
suggestion because it does not have the compulsory nuance
that Imperative + Ndi does.
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Chapter VI

Conclusion

ThE~ purpose of the present study has been to

incorporate the concept of epistemology into linguistic
I'

analyses. In this study, the idea of epistemology was

al tered somewhat from its definition in philosophy as the

study of the nature and scope of knowledge to refer here to

the study of the relationships between the speaker' s

knowledge and its manifestation in linguistic forms.

Chapter II defined the speaker I s knowledge as

information sources and recognized five major categories of

information sources: basic knowledge, perception, inference,

report and hearsay. Basic knowledge includes information

obtained through academic, experiential, cultural and

religious settings and firmly believed to be true by the

speaker. Perception includes information acquired through

our five senses. Inference refers to information acquired

through deliberation and thinking. Both report and hearsay

are second-hand information sources: report is received from

reliable sources whereas hearsay is not.

Chapter III dis~ussed how Okinawan and Japanese verbal

suffixes specifically indicate information sources. Okinawan

an form designates perceptual information originating from

internal stimuli while utan form designates information
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originating from external stimuli. Okinawan een form of

resul tative and affirmative past indicates perceptual and

inferential information respectively. Additionally, Japanese

ta, te iru and te aru forms were discussed in comparison with

Okinawan an, tan and een forms.

Chapter IV analyzed sentence-final forms of Okinawan in

an epistemological light. It was argued that doo and saa are

appended to perceptual information; sa, tee and joo to

inferential information; and Ndi to report or hearsay.

Chapter V examined complementizers which have been

semantic features asanalyzed by such

abstractness in the framework of

factivity and

epistemology.

Complementizers analyzed were Okinawan si, Ndi~i and Ndi. It

was demonstrated that ~i embeds perceptual information; Ndi~i

inferential information and report: and Ndi hearsay.

The following chart illustrates the relationships

between the source of information and the linguistic forms as

well as selectional restrictions among the linguistic forms

presented. Logically, it is expected that cooccurring

linguistic forms (i.e. verbal suffix + sentence-final form)

should not represent different sources of information. The

selectional restrictions refer to constraints which specify

possible cooccurrence among linguistic forms.
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source of verbal sentence-final complement-
information suffixes forms izers

[+external] utan
een(used with

2nd p sUbject)

perception
[+internal]
[+~x\ernal]

an
een(used with
1st p subject)

doo, saa

inference een sa, tee, joo
(affirmative past;

report
Ndi

hearsay

Ndisi,

Ndi

The following are examples which are ungrammatical due to

their violation of the selectional restrictions:

(138 ) * .Wannee cJ.nuu
I yesterday

?umi Nzji
sea in

wiiz-a sa
swim perception inference

'I swam in the ocean yesterday.'

(139) *?aree cinuu ?umi Nzji
He yesterday sea in

wiiz-ee Qsaa.
swim inference perception

'He must've swum in the ocean yesterday.'

(140) *Wannee ?ari ga ?umi Nzji
him sea in

wiiz-ee ~i Ncan.
swim inference perception saw

'I saw him swimming in the ocean.'
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At this point, one might raise a question which has not

yet been addressed previously: Why do these three linguistic

forms and not others indicate source of information? Are

there any semantic features shared by these three linguistic

forms? In order to answer these questions properly, we must

look at Japanese sentence structures. Being a SOV language,

Japanese distributes predicative elements at the end of a

sentence in the restrictive order: verb + verbal suffixes +

sentence-final forms. Comple;.:entizers form complex

sentences, nominalizing a sentence with verb (+ verbal

suffixes) as an embedded sent~nce. What is significant here

is that the three linguistic forms which indicate source of

information all are found at the end of a sentence or clause.

It has been a tradition both in transformational grammar

(Ross 1970) and Japanese traditional grammar (Watanabe 1953;

Haga 1954; Minami 1964; and Okubo 1968) to view a sentence as

consisting of two parts, namely proposition (Jojutsu) and

modality (Chinjutsu), regardless of some disagreements over

the realms of each property. Jojutsu has been defined as

objective description of events, activities and states and

Chinjutsu has been defined as the speaker IS subjective

response to Jojutsu, which may be his judgment, evaluation or

attitude toward the contents of Jojutsu, or the force the

speaker expresses to the addressee. They view Japanese

sentence structure as being such that elements belonging to

Jojutsu make up the core of the sentence and the elements
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belonging to Chinjutsu enclose them as peripherals. On this

account, it is not considered as a mere coincidence that the

linguistic forms discussed in this thesis are all peripherals

occurring at the end of a sentence, thus falling in Chinjutsu

rather than Jojutsu because they indicate sources of

information which are of vital relevance to the speaker's

jUdgment regarding the proposition.

Among these three linguistic forms which seem to share

some semantic characteristics, verbal suffixes and sentence

final forms on one hand, and complementizers on the other,

have been analyzea and studied separately in Japanese grammar

in spite of their semantic resemblance. The uniqueness of

the present study is its attempt to tie in these three

elements into one framework.

Though limited in its scope, it is hoped that the

present study has illustrated the significance of the

concepts of epistemology in linguistic analyses.
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